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Abstract
Advances in computer hardware technology have made powerful computers
more accessible to scientists and engineers. In order to be able to use the computational power of these new architectures, parallel computing algorithms
need to be improved and updated frequently.
Conventional methods to solve initial value evolution problems use time
stepping techniques which involve solving a boundary value problem in each
time-step and then sequentially propagating the fields to the next step. Common parallel computing methods are applied to the spatial boundary value
portion of the problem which can reach saturation before being able to employ all the available computational power.
The parareal algorithm is one of the strongest candidates in the search for
parallelization of the temporal dimension of time dependent problems. This
algorithm was introduced more than a decade ago and has been employed in
time-parallel simulation of simple test problems. Application of parareal in
solution of general fluid flow problems using accepted finite volume methods
on heterogeneous computational resources has not been done before which
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this research aims to cover.
In this thesis, data-structures to obtain optimal scalability in parallelization of the spatial domain are created. The parareal temporal parallelization
framework have been added to the general purpose computational fluid dynamics software EXN/Aero with the goal of testing the feasibility of the
method over a range of fluid dynamic applications. Implications of using a
2-grid system in the parareal solution is explored and new strategies such as
filtering of grid dependent fields, weak multistage convergence techniques and
conservative agglomeration methods are introduced to facilitate the spacetime parallelism in these problems.
Techniques to improve the stability of the time-parallel solutions are introduced, and key parameters to configure successful time-parallel simulations
are recognized. The methodology is applied in different domains of fluid
dynamics such as environmental flows, external hydrodynamics and heat
transfer problems. Approximately 2-3 fold speedup in the computation of
select cases is reported.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the inception of first computers, connecting serial processor units in a
cluster to obtain their collective processing power using parallel programming
algorithms has been an important branch of scientific computing research.
Different software parallelization algorithms perform optimally in different
scales of hardware parallelism. This is because the speedup obtained using these algorithms stall upon approaching to a certain scale of hardware
parallelism (referred to as saturation point) and possibly drops beyond it.
Advances in high performance computers and increased access to supercomputers have led scientists to search for new ways of parallelizing scientific
programs and softwares.
Nowadays traditional spatial domain decomposition methods to parallelize
the problems in space can reach saturation before being able to employ all
the available computational resources. This has motivated researchers to
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investigate new methods and algorithms to parallelize evolution problems in
the time coordinate to speed up the problem beyond the spatial saturation.
Although the search to find a robust temporal parallelization algorithm
goes back more than half a century ago, advances have been slow. This is
due to the sequential nature of time and causal dependence of evolution phenomena. This characteristic of evolution problems challenges the proposed
temporal parallelization algorithms and limits their efficiency and acceleration capacity. Also the behavior (i.e. numerical stability) of different time
dependent physical evolution problems varies which makes the search for a
universal temporal parallelization algorithm an ambitious goal. Characteristics like linearity of the governing equations, whether the equations are
parabolic, hyperbolic or elliptic in space and time play a major role in determining the envelope in which a proposed algorithm can be employed.
The parareal algorithm, originally proposed in 2001[44], is one of the methods that has exhibited good behavior for temporal acceleration in a range
of test problems but full investigation of its strengths and weaknesses in different fields of scientific computation has yet to be carried out. This work
has focused on the integration of this methodology with the general purpose
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) software EXN/Aero, enabling examination of the parareal temporal parallelization methodology in a wide range
of unsteady/transient fluid flow applications.
Parareal is very similar to the traditional spatial domain decomposition
in the sense that it includes decomposition of the temporal domain of the
2

evolution problem but additionally it involves global operations to take into
account the forward pointing arrow of time to avoid decoupling of the solutions at different time intervals which would lead to unphysical results.
Two types of time integration operators called coarse and fine propagators
are employed in parareal. Coarse propagators are responsible for global synchronization and are designed to be fast and are consequently less accurate.
They are used for prediction and fast propagation of initial values to multiple temporal decompositions. On the other hand, fine propagators are slow
but more accurate and start from the initial values that are provided by the
coarse propagator. Multiple fine propagators are launched in parallel operating on different time intervals of the time domain of the problem. This
parallelism generates the speedup of the methodology.
Several challenges were encountered in the path to integrate the parareal
algorithm with the general purpose fluid dynamics software EXN/Aero. First
and foremost was the construction of a fast enough predictor coarse propagator within the ‘implicit in time’ solver framework. In many problems, the
range to which time steps can be varied is so small that deploying a parareal
solution is not justified. This problem was addressed by the use of conservative spatial agglomeration techniques to construct a coarse spatial grid for
the coarse propagator. This approach allows conservative interpolation of
the fields between coarse and fine grids, reducing the numerical interpolation
artifacts and opening a new avenue to obtain a faster coarse propagator.
The second challenge was to address the grid-dependence of solution for
3

some fields. When different grids are employed for the solution of fields
like k-ω within the DES1 turbulence model, solutions would depend on the
fineness of the grids and consequently the interpolation and correction steps
would result in wrong solutions. This problem was resolved by the introduction of a common filter that can be tuned for optimal speed and accuracy.
The third challenge was to optimize the solver to reduce irregular behavior
when spatial and temporal discretization changes. Criteria such as mean or
root mean square that are extracted from the residuals of the linear algebraic
equations determine when to exit the inner solver loop. But these residuals
are dependent on the spatial and temporal discretization of the problem.
So solver behavior needs be adjusted to take into account the variation in
discretization within parareal. This issue is resolved by the normalization of
residuals by the diagonal components of the coefficient matrices which allows
a more well-behaved solver, i.e. more iterations at the coarse discretization
than the fine one.
New techniques have also been introduced when solving high Reynolds
number highly non-linear unsteady problems where parareal convergence is
slow if not impossible. In these kind of problems, LES2 like turbulence models
are employed which resolve the energetic portion of the turbulence energy
spectrum directly while modeling only the sub-grid scale features. Statistical
convergence of turbulent flow features are sought in these problems and any
1
2

Detached Eddy Simulation
Large Eddy Simulation
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method that can accelerate the path to convergence is valuable, especially in
large scale problems that take significant computation time.
The multistage convergence method was introduced for solution of highresolution unsteady flow problems where time-averaged results are sought.
In this method, the total simulation time is divided into coarse, parareal and
fine stages. In the coarse stage a coarse mesh is used to initialize the problem
and establish a good initial value. The parareal stage then bridges the 1st
stage coarse solution with a fine grid solution by populating it with more fine
flow structures. Finally, time serial fine grid solution is carried out until all
the convergence criteria are met.
Simulation time windowing technique was employed widely which allows
coverage of an arbitrary solution time for a given number of computational
resources and temporal discretization. This method permits a flexible synchronization period between the coarse and fine propagators solutions within
the parareal iterative frame-work.
After a comprehensive presentation of the literature review in the next
chapter, individual EXN/Aero propagator settings are explained in the third
chapter. This is followed by implementation details and integration of the
above mentioned concepts within EXN/Aero in the fourth chapter. In the
fifth chapter, results of a few simulations using this methodology are presented. Conclusions and remarks on future work are given in the final chapter.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Initial value problems (IVP) that are encountered when solving problems in
classical physics are governed by partial differential equations(PDE) of the
form
∂t ϕ(x, t) = L̂(∂x , x, t, ϕ)

(2.1a)

ϕ : Ω × [0, T ] −→ Rm

(2.1b)

ϕ(x, 0) = ϕ0 (x)

(2.1c)

g(ϕ, ∂x ϕ, x, t) = 0

(2.1d)

g : ∂Ω × [0, T ] −→ R

(2.1e)

where ϕ is an m-dimensional physical field with the spatial domain Ω ⊂ Rn
in an n-dimensional space. Here 2.1d and 2.1c are boundary conditions and
initial values respectively. The bold character x represents the displacement
6

vector in the n-dimensional space and solution time runs from [0, T ] with T
being the final time.
Such PDEs are discretized separately in space and time. Methods like finite
difference(FDM), finite element(FEM) or finite volume(FVM) are typically
used when discretizing the spatial parts of the PDEs after which a system
of ordinary differential equation(ODE), of the form below, with time as its
independent variable is obtained.

∂t φ(t) = f (φ, t)

(2.2)

Here φ is the field vector with length equal to the number of nodes in the
spatial grid. For conservation problems, explicit time dependence in the
source term, f (φ, t), is dropped to form an autonomous ODE, ∂t φ(t) = f (φ).
If the original PDE is linear, the source term above can be simplified to
f (φ) = Aφ (where A is the coefficient matrix). Otherwise a Newton-like
iterative method is commonly used to obtain the solution of 2.2. Standard
methods for discretization and solution of ODEs include multi-step methods
(such as Euler methods), multi-stage methods (such as Runge-Kutta), hybrid
methods (both multi-step and multi-stage) and deferred correction(DC).
Domain decomposition methods(DDM) are a standard way of obtaining
parallelism in solving boundary value problems or parallelism per time-step
when solving initial value problems. DDM is very helpful in speeding up the
simulation and it scales up well by increasing resources until the communi-
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cation costs between computational resources become a significant portion
of the operations and solution then slows down and stalls. In solving an IVP
when,
• there are more computational resources available than what DDM can
utilize or
• when dealing with a long time evolution problem (i.e. when the domain
of the problem is much larger in time rather than space)
it is desirable to use temporal parallelism to further reduce the computational time. This gains more importance because computational resources
are becoming ever more available and it is important to be able to devise
new parallel algorithms to employ these resources.
There have been many algorithms proposed to obtain small scale parallelism specially when employing multi-stage methods such as Runge-Kutta
to obtain temporal parallelism[41]. The goal of this work is though to investigate large scale temporal parallelism. The first section of this chapter
is dedicated to an overview of different methods/algorithms to achieve this
goal. In the following section the parareal algorithm(PA), which is the chosen method to obtain temporal parallelism in this work, is formally defined.
After defining the method, stability and convergence properties of PA are
reviewed in separate sections. Finally recent advances in improving PA and
its application in different fields of computational sciences are covered.

8

2.1

Methods to obtain temporal paralelism

There are mainly three types of approaches for obtaining large scale spatiotemporal parallelism namely: multiple shooting methods, domain decomposition and waveform relaxation methods, and multigrid methods. In the rest
of this section, the approach in these methods to obtain temporal parallelism
is explained.

2.1.1

Multiple shooting methods

Shooting methods were originally proposed in the context of boundary value
problems(BVP)[13][10]. It basically involves converting a boundary value to
an initial value problem form. For instance, consider a 1D 2nd order BVP
with Dirichlet boundary conditions at the two ends of the domain. It is
possible to convert this BVP to an IVP by using the value and 1st derivative
of the field at one end of the domain. In other words, we drop the Dirichlet
condition on the 2nd end to adopt a Neumann condition on the 1st end. The
derivative of the field in the 1st end is the so-called ’shooting parameter’
meaning that if the problem is initialized with this slope and value at the
start it will retain the same value as if it was set by the Dirichlet condition
at the end.
Extension of this method to solve IVP is possible through an iterative
process. Because in IVP the final time value is not known, the shooting
parameter can only be guessed. Therefore the shooting method in the context

9

Figure 2.1: Multiple Shooting Method

of IVP is defined by
1. split the temporal domain into multiple subdomains( see fig. 2.1)
2. find a solution in each subdomain independently with an approximate
shooting parameter and
3. define an iterative process at the splitting positions to improve the
matching condition and shooting parameter
4. iteration stops when the solution in individual subdomains match with
the neighbor solutions within a certain tolerance to form a continuous
solution.
Hence the ‘multiple shooting’ name originates from solving a shooting
problem multiple times in multiple subdomains. Different multiple shooting
10

methods have been proposed which differ based on the iterative procedure
that they propose to resolve inter-subdomain matching. For instance [10]
proposed a fixed point iteration but more generally Newton-like iterations
are prescribed.
Take the autonomous form of equation 2.2 with initial condition φ(T0 =
0) = Ψ and split the temporal domain into 3 subdomains [T0 , T1 ], [T1 , T2 ], [T2 , T ]
(as shown in figure 2.1) with φi (t, Φi ) being the field in the ith subdomain
initiated from the value Φi . This equation at T0 , T1 , T2 has the form ∂t φi =
f (φi (Ti )). The matching condition for each time subdomain is then

Φ0 = Ψ
Φ1 = φ0 (T1 , Φ0 )
Φ2 = φ1 (T2 , Φ1 ).

This matching condition can be formed as an implicit function




Φ0 − Ψ


F (Φ) = 
 Φ1 − φ0 (T1 , Φ0 )

Φ2 − φ1 (T2 , Φ1 )



 = 0.



(2.3)

Newton iterations then can be performed to find Φki with k being the
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iteration number as below


Φk+1
0



 Φk+1
 1

Φk+1
2





Φk0






1

 


 


 =  Φk  − 

 1  
 


Φk2

0

∂φ0
|
∂Φ0 T1

1

∂φ0
| ∂φ1 |
∂Φ0 T1 ∂Φ1 T2

∂φ1
|
∂Φ1 T2



0 
Φ0 − Ψ


0 
  Φ1 − φ0 (T1 , Φ0 )

1
Φ2 − φ1 (T2 , Φ1 )







(2.4)
−1

i.e. Φk+1 = Φk − F 0 (Φk ) F (Φk ).

After some simplifications, the following iterative relation can be obtained
for updating of matching conditions at the splitting interface between nonoverlapping temporal subdomains

Φk+1
= Ψ
0
Φk+1
= φn−1 (Φkn−1 , Tn ) +
n

∂φn−1
k
|Tn (Φk+1
n−1 − Φn−1 ).
∂Φn−1

(2.5)

In the particular example above with three subdomains, splitting interfaces
are denoted by indices n = {0, 1, 2} and iteration number is denoted by k.
Calculation of the derivative term in 2.5 is not a trivial task and there have
been efforts to simplify this operation. The most successful method has been
the parareal algorithm(PA). In this algorithm, use of two numerical time
integrators or propagators (equivalent to φn (Φkn , t) in the above notation)
has been proposed to approximate the derivative term. The next section is
dedicated to the formal definition of this multiple shooting method.
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2.1.2

Waveform relaxation methods

This method originates from iterative Picard integration method for solving
system of ODEs. Having an equation of the form 2.2, Picard integration
reads,
k+1

φ

Z
(T ) = φ(0) +

T

f (φk (t))dt.

(2.6)

0

This iterative method is powerful since it replaces the derivative with a
quadrature calculation. Super-linear convergence of this method in solving
bound-time problems was proven by Lindeolf[67]. Here the position of the
iteration loop is switched with the time integration loop in a numerical solver.
A variant of this method was first employed to accelerate solution of linear
system of ODEs that arise in VLSI1 circuit problems to obtain nodal values
of electric potentials and currents [21].
In these problems, an autonomous version of equation 2.2 is encountered
where φn (t) here represents a nodal electric potential that depends on the
potential values of the neighbor nodes. Rewriting equation 2.2 in a pointwise
form for a problem with 4 nodes
1

Very Large Scale Integration
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k+1
k
k
k
∂t φk+1
1 (t) = f (φ1 (t), φ2 (t), φ3 (t), φ4 (t))
k
k+1
k
k
∂t φk+1
2 (t) = f (φ1 (t), φ2 (t), φ3 (t), φ4 (t))
k
k
k+1
k
∂t φk+1
3 (t) = f (φ1 (t), φ2 (t), φ3 (t), φ4 (t))
k+1
k
k
k
∂t φk+1
4 (t) = f (φ1 (t), φ2 (t), φ3 (t), φ4 (t)),

(2.7)

implicit treatment of the current node value in this method, as opposed
to original Picard method, is performed. Here, similar to the Gauss-Seidel
method, neighbor nodal values are relaxed to the values from the previous
iteration. This is equivalent to solving for each node while freezing the rest
of the circuit and since signals in this domain are referred to as waveforms
the method is given the name waveform relaxation.
Gander[29] extended this approach to solve PDEs defining subdomains as
spatial splits of the problem domain (see figure 2.2a). This is the opposite
of multiple shooting methods where subdomains are formed by splitting the
problem domain temporally.
Originally the Overlapping Schwarz method was used to update the interface values between adjacent subdomains (see figure 2.2b). Consequently
these methods are called Schwarz waveform relaxation methods. For a PDE
like equation 2.1a applied to a two subdomain problem it reads
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(a) Waveform relaxation subdomains

(b) Overlapping Schwarz interface

Figure 2.2: Waveform relaxation methods

∂t ϕk1 (x, t) = L̂(∂x , x, t, ϕk1 ) ∂t ϕk2 (x, t) = L̂(∂x , x, t, ϕk2 )
ϕk1 (Γ1,2 , t) = ϕk−1
2 (Γ1,2 , t)

ϕk2 (Γ2,1 , t) = ϕk−1
1 (Γ2,1 , t)

ϕ1 : Ω̃1 × [0, T ] −→ Rm

ϕ2 : Ω̃2 × [0, T ] −→ Rm

Ω̃1 = Ω1 ∪ Γ1,2

Ω̃2 = Ω2 ∪ Γ2,1

Γ1,2 = Ω̃1 ∩ Ω2

Γ2,1 = Ω̃2 ∩ Ω1 .

(2.8)

Here subdomains are solved independently for the whole simulation time
and interfaces are updated from iteration to iteration. Interfaces in these
methods hold values both temporally and spatially for a whole iteration which
is different than the traditional domain decomposition methods where interfaces save spatial information for one time-step only. Gander has reported
slow convergence of this method when the number of subdomains increase
and later in [31][32] introduces non-overlapping Schwarz waveform relaxation
with optimized (Dirichlet-Neumann and Neumann-Neumann) transformations to improve convergence rate.
15

2.1.3

Multigrid methods

Multigrid methods on the other hand do not split the spatio-temporal domain of the problem into subdomains like the previous methods. In these
methods, parallel algorithms are incorporated in the components of multigrid i.e. restriction, smoothing and prolongation when used for solution of
the space-time matrix.
Stationary iterative methods (such as weighted Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, ILU,
etc) are effective in removing high frequency errors but not as successful in
attenuating low frequency errors. Standard multigrid methods were proposed
to address this issue by restricting the problem to a coarser grid where the
errors are not smooth anymore, solve to reduce low frequency errors in that
coarse grid and then transfer the corrections back to the original fine grid
problem. These methods are practiced in the form of either AMG2 or FAS3 .
AMG and FAS are distinguished based on how coarse grid coefficients are
constructed. AMG, as its name suggests, constructs the coarse grid coefficients algebraically while FAS calculates the coefficients explicitly in different
grid levels. While AMG is faster, FAS method is more effective in capturing
non-linearities.
It was first observed in [36] that extension of these methods to the temporal
domain is not trivial since errors are not smooth in time due to the parabolicity of the transient term. The space-time grid is also anisotropic which
2
3

Algebraic multigrid
Full Approximation Scheme(Also known as geometric multigrid)
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should be addressed when agglomeration methods are used to construct the
coarse space-time grid. In [38], effective line relaxations (e.g. tri-diagonal
matrix algorithm), adaptive semi-coarsening(either in space or in time) and
prolongation forward in time are reported candidate remedies to facilitate
temporal multigrid methods.
Generally speaking after discretization and linearization of eqn. 2.2 a block
triangular equation of the form below is obtained


 A1

 B2 A2


.. ..

.
.


Bn An
|
{z
Af







Φ1  
 

Φ2 
 
=

..  
.  

 
Φn
} | {z } |










Φf



F1 

F2 

.
.. 

. 

Fn
{z }

(2.9)

ff

Above, each Ai Φi + Bi Φi−1 = Fi equation includes the whole spatial discretization in the ith time-step. The space-time matrix eqn. Af Φf = ff
(subscript ‘f ’ stands for fine) is constructed at the fine mesh level with spatial
and temporal discretization δx and δt, respectively. Coarsening techniques
can be employed to construct the coarse grid equation Ac Φc = fc (subscript
’c’ stands for coarse).
Now different approaches have been proposed to solve this equation within
the multigrid framework, e.g. Waveform relaxation multigrid (WRMG), parallel full approximation scheme in space-time (PFASST) and multigrid reduction in time (MGRIT) to name a few. WRMG performs semi-coarsening in
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Figure 2.3: Uniformly-spaced fine and coarse time discretization grids(figure
taken from [27])

space for solving the space-time problem as a whole as opposed to standard
methods that are per time-step.[46].
These methods solve the evolution equation at each multigrid level and solutions are integrated within multigrid cycles. Convergence difficulties were
reported due to the anisotropy of the space-time grid. In [38], semi-coarsening
(either in space or time), use of line relaxation such as tri-diagonal matrix
solvers and prolongation forward in time are recommended to alleviate these
problems. Also multigrid F-cycles[58, Chapter 13] are recommended to obtain grid independent solutions.
The MGRIT method[27] on the other hand formalizes conventional multigrid approach for when temporal coarsening is sought. Consider the temporal grid pointset F = {t0 , t1 , . . . , tN } that is obtained by discretizing the
time dimension to N steps with desired lengths. A subset of these points
Cm = {ti ∈ F |i = mj, j = 0, 1, . . . , N/m} can be chosen as the coarse
temporal grid pointset. Figure 2.3 depicts the temporal grid with uniform
spacing of δt and ∆T = mδt for fine and coarse temporal grids, respectively.
Now reordering the coefficient matrix ‘Af ’ in 2.9 such that coarse grid points
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are at the bottom, the following block matrix form is constructed










 Aff Afc   Φf   ff 


=
.
Acf Acc
Φc
fc

(2.10)

It should be recalled that coarse grid points are shared between coarse and
fine grid points. Now using LDU decomposition, it can be easily shown that












0   Aff 0   If A−1
ff Afc 
 Aff Afc   If
=




 
Acf A−1
I
0
S
0
I
Acf Acc
c
cc
c
ff

(2.11)

with Schur’s compliment Scc = Acc − Acf A−1
f f Af c and Ic and If being the identity matrices of exclusively coarse and fine subsets of temporal grid points.
Denoting the restriction(R), prolongation(P) and permutation(Π) operators
with


−Acf A−1
ff , Ic


−1
 −Aff Afc 
P = 

Ic


 If 
Π = 
,
0
R =



(2.12)

it can be shown that the Galerkin product, RAf P = Scc , for the coarse
grid coefficient matrix is recovered. Also the fine point sub-matrix can be
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constructed with the permutation matrix Aff = ΠT Af Π

4

. It can be easily

T
T
−1
shown that A−1
f = Π(Π Af Π)Π + P (RAf P ) R and since

T
T
−1
A−1
f Af = Π(Π Af Π)Π Af + P (RAf P ) RAf
|
{z
}
|
{z
}




 If 0 
 0 0 




0 0
0 Ic

iterative process for error convergence

T
T
−1
ek+1 = (I − A−1
f Af )ek = (I − Π(Π Af Π)Π Af )(I − P (RAf P ) RAf )ek

can be formulated. MGRIT approximates restriction with R ≈ [0, Ic ] for
computational simplicity and coarse grid coefficient matrix can be created
under AMG or FAS formalism Ac ≈ RAf P . Multigrid V-cycles denoted by
FCF(i.e. fine-coarse-fine) can now be performed according to algorithm 1
recursively in multiple coarse temporal grids.
Algorithm 1 Multigrid Reduction in Time(MGRIT)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

function MGRIT(l)
Al Φl = fl
. Solve coarse level eqn.
if l < number of coarse levels then
fl+1 = R(fl − Al φl )
. Restric residual
MGRIT(l + 1)
. recurse to next level
φl = φl + P φl+1
. Apply corrections from the coarse level
end if
end function
4

superscript T indicates transpose operation
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MGRIT has been implemented in the XBraid open source library at LLNL5 .
Preliminary tests show good scaling for implicit time integration methods applied to diffusive problems. This method is restricted with the CFL6 limit
when employing explicit methods. Equivalence of the 2-level MGRIT with
the parareal algorithm is indicated in [27].
The other space-time multigrid method that has caught attention in recent
years is Parallel Full Approximation Scheme in Space-Time(PFASST)[24].
This method has three major components, i.e. Spectral Deferred Correction(SDC), FAS and PA. Deferred correction methods use provisionary solutions to calculate a residual which is then corrected iteratively using an
error equation. Consequently their predictor-corrector property make them
naturally interesting for time integration. Integral/spectral deferred correction (IDC/SDC) uses Picard’s integral 2.6 with suitable quadrature (e.g.
Legendre-Gauss) to solve 2.2. Traditional DC methods solve the differential form of the error equation with equi-spaced grids which suffer from the
so-called Runge phenomena[19]. SDC employing the integral form of error
equation with improved quadratures are stable and using simple lower order
numerics are cost-effective and can achieve high accuracy by increasing the
number of iterations. Picard integral 2.6 can be integrated to form the fixed
point iteration as

φk+1 = FEx (φk ) + FIm (φk+1 ), k = 0, 1, . . . , K
5
6

Lawrence Livermore National Labratory
Courant-Fredrich-Levy
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φ0 = φ̄

(2.13)

with φ̄ being the provisionary solution and φ denoting the field vector for
all the quadrature grid points. The ‘Ex’ and ‘Im’ subscripts stand for explicit and implicit, respectively, and refer to the fact that SDC allows hybrid
implicit or explicit treatment of different terms. Serial form of the above
equation requires prior quadrature point values to be fully converged( i.e. all
K iterations have to be performed) before progressing to later points. It was
first pointed out by [72] that the last(explicit) or current(implicit) iteration
value could be used for the prior grid point and hence make this formula very
parallelizable.
Integral deferred correction methods are more costly than common multistep methods from the computational point of view so they are not employed
in time-serial codes but they caught renewed interest recently because of
their parallelizability. Small scale temporal parallelization based on integral
deferred correction is proposed in works such as RIDC7 [16].
PFASST, on the other hand, combines integral deferred correction and
FAS multigrid methodologies(for temporal and spatial integration, respectively) to construct coarse and fine propagators within the parareal framework. This makes PFASST a hybrid multigrid/multiple shooting spatiotemporal parallel method. Use of FAS multigrid in this approach makes this
method desirable for non-linear problems. Emmet et. al. [24] applied this
method for solving the non-linear viscous Burger equation (with viscosity
ν = 0.005m2 /s) and reported 8-time speedup using 16 processors compared
7

Revisionist Integral Deferred Correction
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to a time-serial SDC solution.
While above mentioned methods, i.e. multiple-shooting, waveform-relaxation
and multigrid or hybrid methods can be used to obtain temporal or spatiotemporal parallelism, this thesis focuses on application of the parareal algorithm for solving non-linear coupled equations encountered in fluid dynamics
problems.

2.2

Parareal algorithm

The parareal algorithm(PA) first proposed by Lions, Maday and Turinici[44]
can be best categorized as a multiple-shooting method. As mentioned in
2.1.1, multiple-shooting methods split the temporal domain of the problem
into multiple intervals or slices and solve the problem in each of these slices
using different computational resources in parallel.
While [13] proposed multiple-shooting methods in the early 90s, implementations were delayed until the end of that decade due to the challenging task
of calculation of the Jacobian term in 2.5. Initial efforts employed perturbation theory used in molecular dynamics and Hamiltonian systems to calculate
the Jacobian [59]. Basically, starting from a given initial value the difference
between the solution using a solver that employs a simpler physics/model
and a more detailed solution can be used to approximate the Jacobian.
This idea was later picked up by Lions et. al. where use of coarse and
fine time-steps for numerical integration of a first order in time linear PDE
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was proposed instead of perturbation of the physical models/Hamiltonians
to estimate the Jacobian. It was later, in [5], that the modern form of PA
for solution of non-linear PDE evolution problems were formalized. PA owes
its success to its simplicity and the fact that it can be added to conventional
codes, which already employ parallel spatial domain decomposition methods,
in a straight-forward manner. In the rest of this section, the modern form of
PA is explained.
Having split the temporal domain of the problem, [0, T ], to N intervals
[Tn , Tn+1 ] with size ∆T =

T
,
N

PA employs two types of time integration op-

erators (hereafter called propagators) i.e. coarse and fine to approximate the
aforementioned Jacobian at the end of each time slice. Coarse propagators
are fast but less accurate while fine propagators are computationally more
expensive and accurate.
If initial values of the fields at iteration k and interval n are denoted by
Φkn , a propagator can formally be defined as
Φkn+1 = P̂∆T (∂t , ∂x , Φkn )

(2.14)

where the subscript, ∆T , indicates the length of time integration (difference
between initial and final time). Coarse propagators are constructed to be
fast by using lower accuracy time integration schemes, simpler numerics and
models/physics or even a coarser spatial grid. On the contrary, fine propagators need to be accurate and are consequently at the other end of the
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computational cost and speed spectrum.
Coarse propagators quickly provide initial values to N fine propagators,
which are then propagated in different time intervals for the period of ∆T
by the corresponding fine propagators in parallel. Denoting coarse propagators by Ĉ∆T (Φkn+1 ) = P̂∆T (∆t, ∆x, Φkn ), they employ coarser discretization
time ∆t and possibly in space ∆x while fine propagators, F̂∆T (Φkn+1 ) =
P̂∆T (δt, δx, Φkn ) , use finer discretization techniques. A temporal and spatial
coarsening coefficient αt and αx can be defined as below

∆t = αt δt ,

∆x = αx δx

(2.15)

which roughly suggests the coarse propagator is αt × αx3 times faster than
the fine propagator in 4D evolution problems (assuming both use the same
computational resources and models). Due to the coarser discretization, a
solution obtained by a coarse propagator is less accurate than that obtained
by a fine propagator while starting from a same initial value.
Having Φ00 = φ0 , parareal starts by preparing the initial values Φn0 at
the N nodes, {0, T1 , ..., TN −1 }, by sequentially running the coarse propagator
Φ0n+1 = Ĉ(Φ0n ). Then it launches N fine propagators from those initial values
in parallel. In the later iterations, initial values are corrected according to

k+1
k
k
Φk+1
n+1 = Ĉ∆T (Φn ) + F̂∆T (Φn ) − Ĉ∆T (Φn ) .
| {z } |
{z
}
correction
prediction
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(2.16)

Above, the term denoted as ’correction’ is the approximation of the Jacobian term using the PA coarse and fine propagators. PA is formally represented in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Parareal Algorithm
1: k ← −1
2: ∀n ∈ {1 . . . N } : δφkn ← 0
3: while not converged do
4:
k ←k+1
5:
for n ← 1 to N do
6:
Cn = Ĉ∆T (φkn−1 ) . Coarse solution, Cn , of coarse propagator Ĉ
7:
φkn = Cn + δφnk−1
8:
end for
9:
parallel
. parallel region with a process in each interval
k
. Fine solution, Fn , of fine propagatorF̂
10:
Fn = F̂∆T (φn−1 )
11:
δφkn = Fn − Cn
. Corrections at iteration k, interval n
12:
end parallel
13: end while
As mentioned earlier mainly three time integration techniques(i.e. multistep, multi-stage and DC) are common practice in computational physics
problems. PA is less suitable for multi-step methods. This is due to the
fact that different time-step lengths for fine and coarse propagators (δt for
fine vs ∆t for coarse) are used and consequently fine and coarse solutions
at the end of an interval have to be adjusted to be at the same time for
instance by extrapolation . This is especially problematic in molecular dynamics problems where 2nd order in time Verlet equations are solved that
require two initial values. A remedy for this problem was presented in [4]
for molecular dynamics problems. Single-step multi-stage integration meth-
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ods such as Runge-Kutta(RK) on the other hand are more suitable for PA.
Employing higher order methods for the fine than for the coarse propagator
helps achieving the speed and accuracy requirement of PA naturally (using
m-th order method for coarse and n-th order for fine with m < n).
As will be shown in the convergence and scalability section, PA parallel
efficiency drops with the inverse of the number of iterations. This has been
one of the motivations for using deferred correction integration methods in
PA. It will be shown that parareal solution accuracy is dominated by the
number of iterations that the coarse propagator takes to reach convergence
(that is O(∆mk ) when using m-th order method and k iterations). So use
of expensive integrators for the fine propagator at initial iterations affect
scalability negatively while not contributing to the accuracy significantly.
This is because coarse solution accuracy is less than the fine one (O(∆tm ) >>
O(δtn )). Deferred correction methods are appealing to remedy this problem
since they employ lower order integration schemes and can be set to iterate
as many times as required to achieve required accuracy. This idea has been
adopted in the SDC-PA [54]. Integration of coarse propagator solution as a
provisionary solution in the fine deferred correction method allows gradual
increase in the accuracy which improves the parallel efficiency of PA.
As pointed out earlier using coarse and fine time integration schemes is
not the only pathway to set up PA propagators. Using different numerical
methods such as reduced order modeling(ROM) have been investigated in
[37]. Different spatial grids might also be employed to construct coarse and
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fine propagators but, as will be pointed out in the next chapters, special
treatment might be required to establish grid independent solutions [23].
Having set up the coarse and fine propagators, algorithm 2 continues until convergence is achieved in the spatio-temporal domain of the problem.
Concerns regarding finding appropriate stopping criteria for PA is expanded
in [56] but typically a measure based on the magnitude of the corrections
(normalized by the prediction) over all the N temporal grid points is used to
determine convergence at each parareal iteration.
PA scalability and parallel efficiency drops quickly as the number of iterations increases. This suggests that PA should be used when more efficient
ways of obtaining parallelism(such as spatial domain decomposition methods)
are not applicable or exhausted already. Long time evolution problems that
have comparatively smaller spatial domain are such that parallel methods for
the spatial domain do not yield much speedup and are good candidate for
employing PA. Molecular dynamics or Hamiltonian system evolution problems are of this sort. Also PA can be used when spatial parallelism methods
such as domain decomposition methods reach saturation long before using up
all the available computational resources. Domain decomposition methods
that are used for parallelization of the spatial domain of the problems are
very efficient until communication costs become dominant. When reaching
that limit, PA can be applied to obtain additional acceleration.
The biggest challenge when using PA is the choice of numerics for the
coarse and fine propagators. The coarse propagator being the predictor needs
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to be fast but accurate enough. This suggests that arbitrary increase of the
number of time intervals does not necessarily translate to speedup. Windowing techniques are practiced to remedy this issue. Having found out that
a particular number of intervals would lead to the best PA performance for
given coarse and fine propagators, multiple parareal runs can be run one after
another until a desired length of simulation time is covered. Each window
is defined as a portion of the simulation time that one parareal simulation
is performed. This technique will be explained in more detail in the next
chapter.

2.3

Theoretical speedup and parallel efficiency
of PA

In this section the theoretical speedup and parallel efficiency of PA are discussed. In order to carry out the calculations, assumptions regarding the
scheduling of the propagators have to be made. The original parareal algorithm was based on a manager-worker scheduling of the coarse and fine
propagators such that a coarse propagator has to finish a whole iteration (in
serial) before the launch of the fine propagators in parallel. This scheduling
method leaves the processors idle for a significant portion of the simulation time and hence is not very desirable. Alternative scheduling referred to
as pipelined parareal scheduling is proposed by [3] where the fine propagators are launched as soon as their initial values are available by the coarse
29

(a) Manager-worker

(b) Pipelined

Figure 2.4: Scheduling methods of parareal propagators
propagator. Figure 2.4 compares the manager-worker and pipelined parareal
scheduling for a problem that has 6 time intervals denoted by Pi for 0 ≤ i ≤ 5.
Blue and green boxes, respectively, indicate coarse and fine propagators in
different time intervals. It is observed that the pipelined version performs 3
iterations in less run-time that 2 iterations of manager-worker method.
Here a speedup and efficiency calculation for the pipelined scheduling is
given. Denoting the computational cost of coarse and fine time steps by τc
and τf , respectively, for a problem with N time intervals of length ∆T each
including m coarse time steps ∆t and n fine time steps δt (m < n), it can be
easily verified from 2.4b that parareal after K iterations would cost

Ck = mτc N +

N × K(mτc + nτf )
= mτc N + K(mτc + nτf )
|
{z
}
parallel using N processors

which then considering the cost of serial fine solution to be N nτf , parareal
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speedup would become

SPA =

nτf N
.
mτc N + K(mτc + nτf )

(2.17)

It is possible for the coarse propagator to employ a coarse grid or numerics
and consequently its cost per time step would be αs =

τf
τc

times less than the

fine counterpart. Also the coarse propagator performs αt =

n
m

times fewer

time-steps per interval(or in overall simulation time T ) than the fine and
consequently coarse propagator is

α = αt .αs

(2.18)

times faster than the fine propagator. For the case of simplicity, assuming
m = 1 then αt = n =

T
.
N δt

As a result, α =

T αs
N δt

= βN −1 with β := T αs /δt

being a large constant. Given this relation between α and N, the maximum
speedup from equation 2.17 can be found to be
r
p
β/K β1 1 β
p
So =
≈
2 K
2 + K/β
at No =

√

(2.19)

βK. Parallel efficiency is defined as

E=

S
α
=
.
N
N + K(1 + α)

(2.20)

It can be shown that efficiency at maximum speedup for a given number of
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iterations is Eo ≈

1
.
2K

Two points can be made from the parareal efficiency

calculations.
1. Parareal efficiency quickly drops as the number of iterations increases
and consequently better utilization of parallel computational resources
would be obtained at lower iteration counts. The balance between
speed and efficiency would result in a choice of coarse propagator that
is close to optimum speedup for a given number of parallel resources
and would converge in the least number of iterations.
2. Conventional parallel computing methods such as spatial domain decomposition are far more efficient than PA and efficiency results suggests use of those methods for parallelization of a problem (if applicable) as a first step and once those methods reach saturation PA can be
employed to introduce an extra boost in speedup.
There’s ongoing research for improving the efficiency of PA [11][53]. In [53]
SDC-PA is introduced and it is shown that using spectral deferred correction
methods as the integration method and incorporation of coarse propagator
solution within the provisionary solution of the deferred correction strategy
improves the efficiency of PA by a constant factor of M corresponding to
the number of deferred correction iterations per interval. The benefit of
SDC methods over the conventional multi-step or multi-stage is that simpler
numerical methods are employed and the desired level of accuracy can be
achieved by performing DC iterations. This SDC characteristic is shown to
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benefit parareal efficiency as they both use predictor-corrector strategy. In
these calculations, the number of iterations, K, is considered as a given. In
the next section, the theoretical convergence properties of PA are reviewed.

2.4

Convergence properties of PA

The convergence characteristics of PA for linear PDEs were presented in the
original work by Lions et. al.[44] where it was shown that the accuracy of
parareal solution increases an order of ∆t( time step of the coarse propagator) after each temporal iteration such that after K iterations the solution
would have an accuracy of max(∆tK , δt) (with δt being the time step of fine
propagator) . In that proof of concept analysis, 1st order implicit Euler integration was employed for both types of propagators. So this would suggest
PA iterations need to continue until ErrO(∆tK ) ≈ ErrO(δt) to reach a solution
that has a comparable accuracy to the time-serial result.
Here convergence analysis based on the work by [30] is reviewed. Considering the fine propagator to be exact and having a coarse propagator of pth
order accuracy then

F̂∆T (Φ) − Ĉ∆T (Φ) = cp+1 ∆tp+1 + cp+2 ∆tp+2 + . . . .

(2.21)

The coefficients ci have spatial dependence that is not shown for simplicity.
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Assuming the solution satisfies the Lipschitz condition we also have

||Ĉ∆T (Φ1 ) − Ĉ∆T (Φ2 )|| ≤ (1 + B∆T )||Φ1 − Φ2 ||

(2.22)

with ||.|| indicating a norm operator, e.g. absolute or 2-norm and ‘B’ is a
constant. Now the parareal solution at the end of nth interval in the (k + 1)th
iteration would differ from the time-serial solution, φ(t) , by

φ(Tn ) − Φk+1
=
n

F̂∆T (φ(Tn−1 ))

(2.23)

k
k
− Ĉ∆T (Φk+1
n−1 ) − F̂∆T (Φn−1 ) + Ĉ∆T (Φn−1 ). (2.24)

If we add and subtract Ĉ∆T (φ(Tn−1 )) to the right hand side(rhs) and reorder
the terms as below

φ(Tn ) − Φk+1
=
n

F̂∆T (φ(Tn−1 )) − Ĉ∆T (φ(Tn−1 ))

(2.25)

− F̂∆T (Φkn−1 ) + Ĉ∆T (Φkn−1 )

(2.26)

+ Ĉ∆T (φ(Tn−1 )) − Ĉ∆T (Φk+1
n−1 ),

(2.27)

then taking the norms and using 2.21 to approximate the upper bound of
the first two lines and 2.22 for the last line, the following upper bound for
the accuracy of PA can be obtained

p+1
||φ(Tn )) − Φk+1
||φ(Tn−1 ) − Φkn−1 || + (1 + B∆T )||φ(Tn−1 ) − Φk+1
n || ≤ A∆T
n−1 ||.

(2.28)
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Denoting error at the end of nth interval in the k th iteration by ekn = ||φ(Tn ))−
Φkn ||, the upper bound of the above inequality can be rewritten as
e0n = δ + βe0n−1

(2.29)

ek+1
= γekn−1 + βek+1
n
n−1

(2.30)

γ = A∆T p+1 ,

β = 1 + B∆T,

δ = D∆T p+1

Where equation 2.29 results from error analysis of the initial predictor step

||φ(Tn ) − Φ0n || = ||F̂∆T (φ(Tn−1 )) − Ĉ∆T (Φ0n−1 )||
= ||F̂∆T (Φ0n−1 + e0n−1 ) − Ĉ∆T (Φ0n−1 )||
≤ ||F̂∆T (Φ0n−1 ) − Ĉ∆T (Φ0n−1 )|| + ||

Defining the generator function gk () =

∂ F̂∆T
|φ=Φ0n−1 ||e0n−1 .
∂φ

k n
n≥1 en  , 0

P

≤  < 1 and having

equations 2.29,2.30 multiplied by n and summed over n would result in

g0 () =

δ
(1−)(1−β)

≤

γ k
gk () = ( 1−β
) g0 ≤

δ
(1 − β)2
δγ k k+1
.
(1 − β)k+2

(2.31)
(2.32)

Using the binomial series to expand (1 − β)−(k+2) and the coefficient of n
term would represent

ekn

k

≤ δγ β

(n−k−1)



n
k+1



k

= DA ∆T

(p+1)(k+1)
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n−k−1

(1 + B∆T )




n
.
k+1

Considering the approximations

n
k+1


∆T k+1 ≤ Tnk+1 /(k+1)! and (1+B∆T )n−k−1 ≤

eB(Tn −Tk+1 ) the above relation can be simplified to give the theoretical error
magnitude in the k th iteration and at the end of the nth interval as

ekn ≤

DAk Tnk+1 B(Tn −Tk+1 )
e
∆T p(k+1) .
(k + 1)!

(2.33)

This equation demonstrates that PA accuracy increases by an order of ∆T p
with each temporal iteration which is in alignment with the original calculation of Lions et al. This result would help when setting up the coarse and fine
propagators for a parareal simulation. As mentioned earlier, the coarse propagator needs to be fast but accurate enough, and it is the balance between
the two that determines a good parareal acceleration.
When deciding on a time step (∆T ) to use in the coarse propagator for
a given fine propagator, with a time step of δt, a rule of thumb calculation
of speedup (S) and number of iteration(K) is S ∝

∆T
Kδt

and K ≈ log∆T (δt).

This rough estimation of the required number of iterations comes from the
comparison of error between two parareal simulations. First parareal simulation incorporating fine time step δt and second parareal simulation using
bigger time step of ∆T in their coarse propagators, respectively, while using
exact methods within their fine propagators. The key assumption now is to
consider that the first parareal simulation converges to the time serial solution in a single parareal iteration. This suggests error in the first simulation
Err1 < α1 δt while the error from the 2nd simulation is Err2 < α2 ∆T K (α
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are constants) . Yet making another assumption α1 ≈ α2 and imposing the
condition Err2 < Err1 leads to
∆T K < δt or K ≥ log∆T (δt).

This would provide a guide for finding an optimum value of ∆T . These
calculations can be generalized to include a situation where the coarse propagator is not only coarse in time but also in space. In that case, the spatial
coarsening ratio should also be included in the speedup estimations. Of
course this does not take into account the resource limitations and stability
of the numerics. In the next section, the stability considerations for PA are
reviewed.

2.5

Stability of PA

Stability is a characteristic of the numerical method that is used to discretize
and solve a PDE. Therefore it is common to analyze the stability properties
of a numerical method when applied to the test equation
dy(t)
= λy(t)
dt

(2.34)

with y(0) = 1 and in general λ ∈ C. This practice is legitimized by the fact
that using spectral transformation, every linear eqn. of the form

dY
dt

= AY

(with Y ∈ Rn and A ∈ Rn × Rn ) can be transformed to a system of ordinary
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differential equations of the form 2.34.
Using a numerical method such as explicit Euler(EE) to discretize the
above equation will result in yn+1 = (1 + λ∆t)yn while implicit Euler(IE)
will lead to yn+1 = (1 − λ∆t)−1 yn (y0 = y(0)). The stability or amplification
function is defined as R(z) =

yn+1
, ∀n
yn

≥ 0 with z = λ∆t and the stability

region of a method is a subset of the complex plane where |R(z)| ≤ 1.
A method is considered A-stable when its stability region includes the left
plane of the complex plane i.e. {z|<(z) ≤ 0} ⊆ {z||R(z)| ≤ 1}. A-stability
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for stability. This is due to the
fact that the eigenvalue spectrum might include values whose amplification
function does not diminish asymptotically. This leads to the definition of
L-stability, i.e. a method is L-stable if limz→∞ R(z) → 0. For instance, IE
with RIE =

1
1−z

with RTrap. =

is both A-stable and L-stable while the trapezoidal method

1+z/2
1−1/2

is A-stable but not L-stable.

The stability properties of PA were first studied in [63] and [6] and reviewed in [48]. Assuming both coarse and fine propagators use IE method
for discretization, the stability function for PA can be calculated as follows.
Having a coarse propagator with time step ∆t and fine one with time step
δt in a time interval of ∆T = m∆t = nδt with m < n, the parareal correction
relation for the test function can be written as

m k−1
Φkn = R(Z)m Φkn−1 + r(z)n Φk−1
n−1 − R(Z) Φn−1
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(2.35)

with Z = λ∆t, z = λδt and coarse and fine stability functions R(Z) and
r(z), respectively. Denoting R = R(Z)m and S = r(z)n − R(Z)m , we have

Φkn = RΦkn−1 + SΦk−1
n−1

(2.36)

The Pascal tree definition can be used to sum the above recursion formula
to obtain Φkn = RPA Φ0 where

RPA

k  
X
n i n−i
=
SR
i
i=0

(2.37)

is the stability function of PA. The stability region for PA is then defined as
|RPA | ≤ 1. Increasing the range of summation, a conservative tighter bound
for the stability region of parareal can be found as

|RPA | ≤ 1 =⇒
k  
k  
N  
X
X
X
n i n−i
n
n
i
n−i
|
SR |≤
|S| |R | ≈
|S|i |R|n−i = (|S| + |R|)N ≤ 1
i
i
i
i=0
i=0
i=0
=⇒ |rn (λδt) − Rm (λ∆t)| + |Rm (λ∆t)| ≤ 1.

In the case where the eigenvalue λ is a negative real number, equation 2.38
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(2.38)

can be simplified to

=(λ) = 0

=⇒



 |rn (λδt) − Rm (λ∆t) + Rm (λ∆t)| ≤ 1

 |rn (λδt) − Rm (λ∆t) − Rm (λ∆t)| ≤ 1

=⇒



 |r| ≤ 1

 rn −1 ≤ Rm ≤
2

stability of the fine prop.
rn +1
2

(2.39)

stability of the coarse prop.

If the stability functions of the coarse and fine propagators satisfy the above
conditions, then parareal is A-stable. As A-stability does not guarantee a
stable numeric, consequently the above relation serves as a weak stability criterion. Now assuming that the fine propagator is L-stable, then the condition
for the stability of the coarse propagator becomes
1
lim r(λδt) = 0 =⇒ |R| ≤ .
λ→−∞
2

(2.40)

This is the strong stability criterion for parareal in the case where the eigenvalues are real and negative. Plugging the IE stability function,

1
1−Z

into

both coarse and fine functions(r,R), it can be shown that using the implicit
Euler method for solving diffusion dominant problems with parareal is stable
for all choices of time steps.
Hyperbolic problems and advection dominant parabolic problems on the
other hand have non-zero imaginary part in their eigenvalues. To investigate
the stability properties for such problems we insert the complex valued r =
|r|eiθ , R = |R|ei(θ+ζ) (with ζ being the phase difference between the coarse
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Figure 2.5: Upper bound of the stability function of the coarse prop.(R) as
a function of the magnitude of the stability function of the fine(r) and the
phase difference between the two(ζ).

and fine amplification functions) in equation 2.38 to find
1 1 − |r|2n
.
|R| ≤
2 1 − |r|n cos(ζ)
m

(2.41)

In the special case of a Hamiltonian system where the fine propagator employs a symplectic solver (magnitude of Hamiltonian(H) of a closed system is
constant, i.e. ∂t H = 0 =⇒ |r| = 1), this condition simplifies to cos(ζ) = 1.
This means that the problem would only be stable if the phase difference between the coarse and fine propagators is an integer multiple of 2π. This result
is obtained from using the upper bounds in equation 2.38 so the stability is
better than this for small K, N .
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For non-simplectic choice of solvers for problems such as Navier-Stokes,
equation 2.41 is valid. Figure 2.5 shows the interference pattern of the coarse
and fine solutions. Destructive interference happens at odd multiples of π
while constructive ones happen at even multiples. The case where |r| = 0 is
at the limit λδt → −∞ which recovers the strong stability condition for the
real eigenvalues 2.40.
This analysis helps find the correct discretization methods for when parareal
is used to obtain temporal parallelism in solving differential equations. Correct choice of method for discretization of the transient term is crucial and
given the amplification functions of the coarse and fine propagators, the stability region of the parareal can be determined. On the other hand, spatial
discretization methods that produce eigenvalues that have a larger real part
should be employed. For instance, upwind methods for discretization of the
advection term is recommended for the coarse propagator. Also employing a
coarse grid makes the coarse solver more dissipative which helps the stability.
Finally it should be noted that due to the approximations used to draw the
stability relations, stability is better for small K and N than equation 2.38
suggests. So smaller scale parareal simulations would have better stability
characteristics in advection dominant problems.
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2.6

Recent advances and applications

In the previous sections, different approaches to obtain temporal parallelism
for solving PDEs with main focus on the characteristics of parareal algorithm
was presented. In this section, several publications and efforts that had a
significant role in the advancement of parareal methodology are discussed.
As noted earlier, the parareal approach to obtain temporal parallelism was
consolidated as a viable method by Lions et al. [44]. In this original work,
PA methodology was applied to linear parabolic PDEs. Baffico et al. [5]
later presented the modern form of PA generalizing it to non-linear PDEs
and Bal et al. used PA to solve non-differentiable non-linear equations[7]. In
[33], it was shown that PA could be defined as a 2-level multigrid or multiple
shooting method.
Parabolic linear problems behave well when parareal methods are employed in contrast to hyperbolic problems. Hyperbolic problems arise in
different fields of computational science such as in molecular dynamics for
solving hamiltonian particle motion systems. One source of the problem is
associated with the fact that the correction term in the classical PA is not
symplectic, i.e. it does not conserve the invariants. This issue was addressed
in multiple publications. Interpolated PA was introduced in [8] where a filtering mechanism was employed when applying the correction from the coarse
propagator to the fine field. The purpose of this filter was to enforce the
invariance of the conservative quantities. A similar approach to conserve the
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invariants of the fields is introduced in [20] where symmetrization of the coefficient matrices and projection operators are used to recover conservation.
Recently Θ-PA method was proposed in [2] that uses relaxation coefficients
on parareal corrections with the purpose of aligning the phases of coarse and
fine propagator solutions. This eliminates the destructive interference of the
solutions.
Another issue that classical PA suffers from when solving hyperbolic problems is the so-called beating phenomena. This issue arises when the coarse
time-step is increased to the extent that it becomes comparable with the
physical time-scales of the problem which then leads to the violation of
Nyquist sampling criteria. Krylov Subspace Enhanced(KSE) parareal was
introduced by [25] and [28] to address this issue. The process is similar to
the Krylov subspace iterative solver methods where the error sub-space is
shrunk after every iteration. This methodology was extended to non-linear
problems in [17].
The extra steps to make hyperbolic problems amenable to PA come with
an extra cost in performance. Hybrid classical and KSE parareal was shown
in [15] to have superior performance over the bare classical PA when solving
problems that are partly parabolic and partly hyperbolic.
The above issues regarded the stability and convergence aspects of PA.
The performance of PA has also been the subject of several studies as well.
Parareal coarse and fine propagator setup resembles the deferred correction
approach which is the origin of the spectral deferred correction parareal meth44

ods. It is shown in [54] as mentioned earlier that the scaling is improved by
use of simpler numerics within the SDC-PA compared to when higher order
methods are employed in the classical PA to obtain solution of same accuracy. Extension of PA to more than 2-levels within the space-time multigrid
methods has been introduced in [27] and the XBraid library. Effectiveness
of the multi-level multigrid approach in improving the convergence in the
space-time grid was examined which was shown to suffer from the anisotropy
of the space-time coefficients. SDC, FAS multigrid and PA have also been
integrated within the PFASST software library [24] where preliminary results
show promising performance.
Application of PA to larger scale problems is carried out in few projects.
In [34], PA has been applied to solve a coupled heat transfer and flow that is
governed by the Euler equation. In [18], application of PA in solving NavierStokes equations at low Reynolds number(Re=1000) in a driven cavity flow
is presented. In this work, domain decomposition methods and PA were
employed to obtain a space-time parallelism. Liu in [45] applied PA for
solving 2D surface flow of Bohai sea. A 10-fold speedup for select cases with
200 processors was reported.
Recent high performance computing trends have been greatly influenced
by the availability of programmable manycore co-processors such as GPUs.
Unlike conventional CPU processors, these new architectures perform significantly better when computing on large amounts of data. This fact suggests
parallel computing algorithms, such as PA, that expose large amount of data
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parallelism will perform well on manycore processors.
Employing parareal time parallelization algorithm in a GPU accelerate
software was first investigated in [35] and [56]. In their work, surface water
wave propagation was investigated and convergent solution in the deep water
wave motion regime, where nonlinear effects are less dominant, was reported.
Recently the manycore co-processor architectures and technologies are maturing, and research in parallel algorithms that suit these devices will provide
speedup requirements for the next generation of computer aided science and
engineering applications.

2.7

Research objectives

In this section, the research objectives of this thesis are outlined. As far as
the author is aware, no comprehensive integration of any time parallelization algorithm with a CFD software, which is based on standard and proven
FVM practice, exists. This deficiency is even more pronounced in the GPU
accelerated CFD softwares. As mentioned in the previous section, parallel
algorithms that expose more data parallelism (e.g. parareal) as opposed to
algorithms based on divide and conquer techniques (e.g. domain decomposition methods) are well suited for GPU accelerated computation. This has
been the focus of this research, and the following objectives to cover this area
have been formulated.
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Objective 1:
The first objective of this thesis was to adapt the GPU accelerated general
purpose CFD software, EXN/Aero, to allow parareal temporal parallelization. Design and implementation of data structures to allow optimal scalability of spatial parallelism has been a part of this goal. This is mainly the
subject of chapter 3.
As a part of this objective, two steps to achieving this goal were proposed:
1. design and implement a comprehensive geometric data structures, i.e.
one that performs optimally independent of grid size (section 3.3.1.1),
2. design and implement a homomorphic data structure for the algebraic
multigrid solver, i.e. one that provides inter-grid transformation while
preserving algebra (section 3.3.1.2).
As a result of this objective, the advantage of hybrid structured-unstructured
data computation on GPU environment is illustrated. Validation cases to
indicate achieving this goal are presented in the relevant sections and are
published in [22].

Objective 2:
Having established an optimum performance via spatial parallelism in a single propagator following the recipe of objective 1, parareal communicator
is designed and implemented (section 4.1). Applying PA using multiple
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coarse/fine propagators to solve hydrodynamics over a range of Reynolds
numbers on practical applications has been the second objective of this thesis.
There has not been extensive research in the application of PA to a wide
variety of fluid dynamics problems. This is especially pronounced in the
turbulent flow regime and solution of system of multiple coupled equations.
Having seen this short-coming, the aim of this objective has been to add the
PA methodology to the general purpose fluid dynamics software which allows
examination of this method over a range of applications.
1. As the first sub-objective, the implications of using a coarser grid within
the coarse propagator for CFD parareal solution need to be investigated.
Using coarse grid for the coarse propagator increases its stability and allows a faster predictor that improves PA performance/scalability. This
though comes with complications that arise due to grid dependent fields
(e.g. turbulent kinetic energy levels in SST-DES models) and nonconservative corrections to fields during PA iterations.
Agglomeration based coarse grid construction (section 3.3.4) and blended
spatial filter for SST-DES turbulence model (section 4.3) explore this
goal.
2. Finding solver controls that produce coherent parareal propagator solutions has been another sub-objective. Parareal propagators should
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work in concert with error tolerances that have comparable order of
magnitudes. This is particularly important in the implicit solvers.
As the problem domain becomes larger, models/physics get more complicated and multiple equations are coupled. Parareal propagators
should follow transient flow features strictly with universal error tolerance. In section 3.2, dynamic solver controls to achieve this coherent behavior are covered. Failure to follow real transient flow features
(which happens when the solution is not fully converged per time step)
and incompatible error magnitudes of propagator solutions that participate in parareal correction calculation lead to solution divergence.
3. Stability analysis in the literature indicates the vulnerability of PA to
amplification of numerical errors in advection dominated flow regimes.
This mainly happens due to destructive interference of out-of-phase
predictor and corrector solutions in the parareal method. Exploring
methods to control instabilities was another goal of this work.
CFD problems that include boundary layer physics famously are sensitive to perturbations that would lead to unphysical flow separations.
In many applications, URANS turbulence models are used to model
flow close to wall regions. Relaxation of PA corrections based on distance to walls is discussed in section 4.1.1. The windowing method as
an approach to control length of synchronization periods is discussed
in section 4.2. Finally, the multistage solution method is introduced
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in section 4.3.1 as a framework to use parareal to bridge a coarse grid
solution to a fine one.
Verification of solution methods using the above mentioned techniques are
presented in chapter 5 and published in [23].
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Chapter 3
EXN/Aero propagator
EXN/Aero is a general purpose fluid dynamic software that is designed to use
heterogeneous computational resources to solve mixed precision and mixed
structured-unstructured data.
Early computers used single-core processors and, when more resources were
required, clusters of these single-core processors were employed to increase
the data processing bandwidth. Moore’s law[12] states that the number of
transistors per unit area of silicon die, and consequently processing cycle
speed, doubles every two years. This trend continued until 2000s when transistor sizes become so small that power consumption efficiency dropped significantly and unfavorable quantum effects (such as electron tunneling through
potential walls) become dominant. This led to new processor designs that
included more processing cores per die. Use of multiple cores allows increased
data processing bandwidth which opens up another pathway to faster pro-
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cessor designs.
More recently manycore processor technologies were adopted from the
graphical processing unit(GPU) industries for scientific applications. Manycore processors include many simple cores and achieve high computational
speeds by increased data processing bandwidth or throughput.
Manycore processors, such as the Intel Xeon Phi and the Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) of Nvidia and AMD, have lowered the barrier to supercomputing, offering several teraflops of computing power in a single attached
co-processor. The strong popularity of Nvidia GPUs has led to the wide
adoption of Nvidia’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) parallel
computing architecture. While CUDA is conceptually simple, in practice it
can be challenging to obtain good performance from a GPU. This is due
to the need to expose significant parallelism to keep thousands of threads
active, and to minimize the overhead of communication between CPU and
GPU. Optimum performance requires hybrid programming, where GPUs and
CPUs execute tasks concurrently.
Employing heterogeneous computational resources within scientific software that is aiming for speed and accuracy is a challenging task. Performance of different types of processors depends on different types of data.
Data types that arise in scientific computing applications commonly are categorized according to the pattern that they are accessed from memory and
their precision.
Memory access (fetching data from memory) is usually the bottleneck in
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computations that deal with large amounts of data. Ordered data, also
known as structured data, allows coalesced memory access which permits
fast processing while unstructured data on the other hand have non-uniform
memory access pattern which suffers from high latency when the processor
fetches them from memory. Scientific data are also presented in the form of
integer, single or double precision real numbers. Data precision is another
factor that differentiates performance of different processors from each other.
The goal of a computational science software such as EXN/Aero that optimizes performance of heterogeneous computational resources is twofold.
First, the strengths and weaknesses of different types of processors when operating on different types of data should be identified and load (i.e. data)
should be balanced and allocated on different resources in a way that maximizes net performance. Secondly, the software should employ an appropriate
design of the data structures and algorithms that facilitate the hybrid structured/unstructured, multi-precision, heterogeneous-resource environment.
First objective of this thesis was involved with the design of the EXN/Aero
data-structures and its optimization for the spatial multigrid solver, components of which (e.g. agglomeration techniques) are used in the parareal
framework to construct a coarser grid for the coarse parareal propagator with
conservative interpolation properties.
In the next few sections, the data structures and design aspects of a single EXN/Aero propagator are covered briefly. The first section reviews the
computational performance aspect of a propagator with hybrid data struc53

tures using heterogeneous resources. The second section discusses numerical
methods to assemble the coefficients and solve the system of equations. The
following section is dedicated to a discussion of agglomeration and coarsening methods/tools that are used for the construction of coarse grids within
the parareal framework. The final section then discusses the motivation to
obtain temporal parallelization in a GPU accelerated CFD software.

3.1

Load balancing and computational speed
in heterogeneous environment

Conventional domain decomposition methods that employ divide and conquer techniques for splitting input data to as many chunks as processors is
a textbook approach nowadays for scientific software development. What
sets EXN/Aero apart from other software is the fact that it inputs hybrid
precision-structure data and solves on heterogeneous resources, e.g. CPUs
and GPUs. So obtaining load balancing for optimal performance in such a
scenario requires special care.
Considerations for high performance computation start at the mesh generation stage of a problem. This is due to the fact that as mentioned earlier
the performance of different types of processors depends on the type of data.
Mesh generators are used to create multi-block grids for a given problem
geometry. These blocks are connected to each other through interfaces that
provide inter-block transformation information. Users can intervene in this
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stage and, based on their knowledge of the physics of the problem, may alter
the block composition of the grid to obtain better performance.
Grid information in each block might be stored in a structured or unstructured format. Also, grid resolution can be varied based on the numerical
precision that is required for the field in a certain region of a problem. The
finer the grid density is, the more accurate solution would be obtained.
Multi-block arrangement of the domain of the problem can naturally be
employed for situating different types of data in different regions of the problem. EXN/Aero adopts this design which is made possible by using proper
interfaces that allow smooth and conservative transformation of data between inhomogeneous data types. Data structures were deployed that allow
structured-unstructured, single-double precision, discrete coarse-fine transitions on interfaces among blocks.
Structured data benefits from fast memory access compared to unstructured data. This performance benefit is more pronounced when processing
on GPU co-processors. Data precision is also another factor to consider when
optimizing the resources for speed. Typically integer and double precision
real calculations are 3 times slower than single precision real operations on
GPUs. Multi-core CPU’s also perform better when their data is allocated
in a memory that is in its close proximity in multi-socket systems. This
kind of information combined with a definition of load are used in the Cell
Based Mapping Module(CBMM) to decide whether a block should be split
into smaller sub-blocks(also known as partitions) or not. The CBMM de55

fines load as the number of elements or control volumes (CV) that a data
block contains. This module also tries to minimize the number of interfaces
between blocks since presence of more interfaces translates to increased number of synchronization of the solution among the blocks which would lead to
slower computation.
A graph data structure was designed to abstract out the connectivity between different data blocks and integrate the CBMM logical unit with libraries that perform data decomposition such as Metis[42]. An initial graph,
GI , is constructed based on the connectivity of the input mesh file. CBMM
library then analyses this graph and based on the resources that are specified
and block data types, i.e. single/double precision or structured/unstructured,
provides the number of partitions and decomposition attributes(Pin ) for the
ith partition in nth data block. The decomposition attributes comprise of
processor type, processor id. and percentage of load(Lni ).
Currently three types of processors are supported, i.e. ‘CPU’,‘GPU’,‘PHI’
1

. The next attribute is the rank of the processor to which that partition is

assigned to be run on. The last attribute is simply the percentage of the total
load in the data block that is to be allocated in a partition. For instance,
CBMM may decide to split block #1 into two partitions with attributes
P11 = (CPU, 1, 0.35) and P21 = (GPU, 0, 0.65) which would mean that the
first partition containing 35% of the load would be computed on CPU #1
and the second partition with 65% of the load would be assigned to GPU
1

’PHI’ refers to the Intel Xeon Phi co-processors
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#0.
Algorithm 3 Steps of load balancing in EXN/Aero
Require: R = {Ri } is the set of available resources
Require: B = {B n } is the set of initial mesh block composition
1: GI ← graph(B)
. Initial graph made from B n
2: P ← CBMM(R, GI )
. CBMM creates the partition information
3: for n ← 1 to Num. Blocks do
4:
{Bin } ← split(B n , P n )
5: end for
. Final graph made from Bin (list of partitions)
6: GF ← graph({Bin })
The load matrix Lni is then sent to the partitioning libraries to perform
the splitting based on the specified load per block. Splitting of structured
blocks is simply performed by decomposition along the longest dimension
while decomposition of unstructured blocks are executed by the Metis domain
decomposition library. The outcome of the splitting is a final graph GF that
contains connectivity information of the final partitions and their assignment
to different types and individual processors. This process is formalized in
algorithm 3.
Figure 3.1 shows the process of load balancing for an example 2D mesh.
There are two kinds of nodes in the block connectivity graphs, i.e. datablock nodes and interface nodes. Interfaces are responsible for inter-block
connectivity and data transformation. As mentioned, data blocks can have
different types, i.e. structured/unstructured, single/double precision. Also
grid resolution might be different such that connection at the interface between them is not trivially 1-to-1. A non 1-to-1 connection might also happen
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of CBMM load balancing for a sample 2D mesh with
3 data blocks on 2 GPUs.
in problems where a part of a mesh has relative translation or rotation with
respect to the other part so the connectivity should be obtained dynamically
at runtime. So in short interfaces are responsible for
1. type casting (e.g. single to double precision )
2. data type transformation (i.e. structured to unstructured or vice versa)
3. connectivity of neighbor elements at the boundaries of the blocks
4. synchronization and updating of the block’s data in the solver.
This illustrates the importance of interfaces in a heterogeneous software design. The quality and performance of such a software critically depends on
the optimal setup of the interfaces between data blocks.
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3.2

Overview of the solver setup

Once the load distribution is sorted out by the CBMM module, Finite Volume Methods are used to discretize PDEs that appear in numerical solution
of fluid flow problems. FVM are a common practice in this branch of computational science mainly due to their conservative properties. Fluid flow
problems in their most general representation include sets of equations for
conservation of mass, momentum and energy. Equations for conservation of
mass and momentum are referred to as the Navier-Stokes set of equations. In
higher Reynolds number problems, a proper treatment of turbulent features
of the flow to account for turbulent phenomena should be considered. If the
grid resolution is not fine enough to capture the smallest turbulent features
in the flow, turbulent models are employed to model those features and close
the set of equations. Different turbulent models are available, some of which
are algebraic and some are based on the solution of a few PDEs. Two equation models such as k −  and its variants (k − ω, SST, . . . ) are common due
to their relative low computational cost and acceptable accuracy. Higher fidelity Large Eddy Simulation(LES) models only model a small, less-energetic
portion of the turbulent energy spectrum and require higher resolution grids
for direct resolution of energetic current features are also available. Strelet’s
Dettached Eddy Simulation(DES) model is an example of this kind. An
overview of these turbulence models are presented in the appendix C.
Solving flow problems involves discretization of the aforementioned type
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of equations. These equations typically have the form

∂t (ρΦ) + ∂i (ρui Φ) = ∂i Γ∂ i Φ + |{z}
S
| {z } | {z } | {z }
1

3

2

(3.1)

4

consisting of transient, advection, diffusion and source terms that are denoted
respectively from 1 to 4. In 3.1, Γ is a diffusion coefficient, ρ denotes density,
ui (i = 1, 2, 3) velocity vector and S a source/sink term. Here Φ can be
any transport variable such as velocity. Different numerical methods for
the discretization of each of above terms exist that have their strengths and
weaknesses for different applications and are covered extensively in CFD
textbooks[55][26].
FVM integrates a linearized form of the governing PDE’s such as 3.1 over
the volume of each CV to construct the coefficients of a linear algebraic equation of the form AΦ = B.
There are mainly two approaches for solving coupled sets of equations of the
above form, i.e. coupled or segregated methods. In the coupled methods, all
or some of the equations are discretized to construct one large system of linear
algebraic equation. In segregated methods on the other hand, each equation
is discretized and solved independently but then outer loop iterations are performed to synchronize their solution and also recover the non-linear features
that were lost during the linearization process.
Segregated methods are computationally cheaper and have a smaller memory footprint. Coupled methods, though, provide a better coupling among
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individual PDEs in the set of equations. Both methods are convergent but
will take different paths to reach a solution. Another bifurcation in the categorization of CFD software methods is based on the choice of independent
variable for the equation of conservation of mass. This PDE can be setup as
an equation for pressure or density as the independent variable. In the incompressible flow limit, this equation does not have a transient term and density
is constant so naturally pressure would be a better option in that limit. In
the compressible flow limit though, both methods could be employed.
EXN/Aero employs segregated pressure-based methods equipped with the
SIMPLE, SIMPLEC and PISO pressure-velocity coupling algorithm. Pressurevelocity coupling is fundamental to solution of incompressible flow problems
since conservation of mass and momentum need to be fulfilled simultaneously.
Local and global measures to monitor convergence of participant equations
within the outer loop iterations(within one time step) are used to assess convergence which would trigger exit from this loop and allow marching to the
next time-step.
Segregated pressure-based methods will be considered from hereafter in
this thesis. For a geometry with N control volumes, coefficient A is a N × N
matrix and source term B and unknown field Φ are vectors of length N . Each
row of this eqn. can be written in the form

ap Φp +

X

anb Φnb = bp

nb
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where ap is the diagonal term of A that belongs to the pth element and anb
are the off-diagonal terms in that row which basically are the strength of
connection between the pth element and its neighbors(nb).
Standard domain decomposition methods such as Schwarz alternating procedure or Schur compliment method are common practice to solve the problem in multiple subdomains in parallel. While Schwarz methods are iterative
(in the sense that solution in each subdomain is obtained and then interface
between two subdomains are updated in each iteration before a new iteration
is performed), Schur’s compliment can be used as either a direct or iterative
method.
EXN/Aero, using the former method, constructs coefficients for each of the
child blocks that are created after the CBMM library call. Linear algebraic
solvers such as multigrid or Krylov solvers are then launched for each block
and synchronization of the solution at the interfaces between the blocks are
performed within each inner solver iteration.
Exit from the inner loop iterations, when solving for a particular field,
is based on the residual matrix R(I) = B − AΦ(I) where the subscript ‘I’
represents the inner loop iteration counter with I = 0 corresponding to initial
guesses, i.e. Φ0 = Φ∗ . The difference between the exact solution Φ̃ and the
iterative solution (δΦ(I) = Φ̃ − Φ(I) ) becomes smaller and smaller as the
solution converges. This difference represents the precision of the numerical
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solution of the field and is related to the residuals according to

R(I) = B − AΦ(I) = AΦ̃ − AΦ(I) = AδΦ(I)
=⇒ δΦ(I) = A−1 R(I) .

(3.2)

Residuals are a function of the coefficients and the fields. So in a problem
where grid resolution varies in space and the time step changes during the
course of the problem time, proper parameters that are less sensitive to those
conditions should be derived from the residuals to decide when to exit the
iterative solver. The numerical precision δΦ(I) is a good parameter since it is
independent of the grid resolution and time step size but it is not known since
A−1 is not available. Equation 3.2 in the indexed notation form would be
Ri(I) = Aij δΦj(I) . Considering that the coefficient matrix ‘A’ is very sparse
and diagonally dominant, the inverse matrix can be approximated by the
inverse of the diagonal components, i.e. 1/Aii . Consequently, the δΦ(I) vector
can be estimated with this approximation of the inverse coefficient matrix.
Having δΦ(I) , the relative error at the Ith iteration would be
δΦ

e(I) = {

(I)
| |δΦ(I) | < |Φ(I) |
| Φ(I)

1.0

.

(3.3)

Otherwise

It should be noted that when |δΦ| > |Φ|, then any value of Φ in the range
(−δΦ, δΦ) is acceptable and hence the maximum relative error would be 1.0.
Strong and weak convergence criteria can be set to exit inner loop iterations.
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Having set a threshold for error, eth , the strong criterion is triggered when
all the CV have errors less than the threshold, i.e.

e(I) < eth for all CV.

(3.4)

The weak criterion on the other hand is based on the average of the error,
i.e.
ē(I) < eth

(3.5)

where the over bar stands for an average over all the elements in the grid. The
eth can be set to as low as the floating point precision. Both exit strategies
are independent of the grid and time step and are more suitable for problems
where discretization is varied. The weak form though does not guarantee
convergence since the global error can be small despite a large error in a
smaller localized region within the domain.
On the other hand since the purpose of the outer loop iterations is to converge to a solution that conserves both mass and momentum (and energy),
global imbalances in conservation of mass and momentum (and energy) can
be monitored as a criteria to exit the outer loop iterations. Mass and momentum imbalances are
Z
Imass =
i

ZΩ

[∂t ρ + ∂ i .(ρui )]dΩ,
i

i j

(3.6)
i

I

[∂t (ρu ) + ∂j (ρu u ) − Fvol ]dV −

Imomentum =

∂Ω

Ω
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[µ∂ j ui − pδ ij ].dSj

i
where V is the volume element, S is the area element, Fvol
is external volume

forces such as buoyancy, Ω and ∂Ω denote bulk and bounds of the domain.
In the parareal methodology, solutions of the coarse and fine propagators
are exchanged according to the parareal predictor-corrector algorithm(2.16)
and it is important that the solutions are calculated with the same precision.
Consequently, the dynamic control of inner and outer loop iterations of the
propagators to maintain the same error tolerance for the fields are of fundamental importance for parareal where temporal and/or spatial discretization
changes are significant from coarse to fine propagators. Controlling the precisions of the solutions of the propagators allows minimizing the accumulated
error of the initial values after applying the parareal corrections, i.e.

δΦn+1
I+1

q
=

2

2

2

δ F̂ (ΦnI ) + δ Ĉ(ΦnI+1 ) + δ Ĉ(ΦnI ) .

(3.7)

In the following, for the purpose of illustration, the behavior of the solver
is analyzed when a sudden big change in the time step size is introduced.
Figure 3.2 depicts the behavior of the pressure field when a sudden transition
from a coarse time step to 10 times finer time step takes place within a time
serial solution. This figure shows two solutions both starting from the same
converged solution of vortex shedding from a cylinder. The blue curve uses
static outer loop iterations that consists of 3 iterations and the inner loop
iterations are exited when the residual level is reduced an order of magnitude
for each equation. The red curve on the other hand uses a dynamic number
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Figure 3.2: Pressure fluctuation at a sudden transition from dt = 0.1S to
dt = 0.01S at t = 1S. (Vortex shedding from a cylinder at Re = 50K, graph
is at a monitoring point 5 cylinder diameters into the wake.)

of outer loop iterations which uses global mass imbalance as an exit condition
(with a maximum of 10 allowed iterations) and the inner loop iterations are
performed based on the above mentioned calculation of the average relative
error. The dynamic setup allows a much smoother transition at t = 0.5S
where the transition occurs. The fluctuations are directly proportional to
the amount of mass imbalance that is carried over from the coarse to the
later fine time step. This resembles the situation that is encountered in the
parareal correction stages. In the time serial solutions, sudden changes in the
time step are avoided but, in the parareal simulations, sudden changes from
coarse to fine and reverse happens very frequently so it is crucial to control
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these perturbations.

3.3

Comprehensive data structure for inter/intragrid connectivity

In this section, the data structure that is developed for efficient connectivity
of the elements in a hybrid mesh are explained. This data structure is designed to serve mainly two purposes. First to create algebraic grids within
the Additive Correction Multigrid(ACM) solver for each parareal propagator and second to build the coarse geometric grid for the parareal coarse
propagator.
The need for this data-structure was justified firstly because of the hybrid
structure of the software. While construction of the coarse grid levels for
a structured block is straight-forward, unstructured grids lack regularity in
the grid and require a clever agglomeration algorithm to form coarser grids
that facilitate the multigrid linear scaling goal. This ideal linear scaling is
especially challenged when multigrid methods are applied to hybrid structure
grids.
Secondly, if the coarse grid that is used in the parareal framework is constructed using agglomeration methods, interpolation between coarse and fine
propagators would be very conservative and consequently allow faster coarse
propagator which would result in an efficient temporal parallelism. Beside PA, this grid might also be employed within the Full Approximation
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Scheme(FAS) multigrid method which is a superior solution approach for
strongly non-linear problems.
The particular algebraic multigrid that is chosen in this work to show the
data structure’s flexibility is ACM[40]. ACM implementation in EXN/Aero is
explained in the appendix A. The choice of the multigrid method for demonstration of data structure is not essential though and a similar result should
be obtained if other methods are adopted.
The sparse matrix storage in this work is a variant of CSR(Compressed
Sparse Row) for unstructured regions. But structured regions are stored
in a true structured format without a need for any auxiliary tables in all
multigrid levels. This approach is superior to the DIA(Diagonal) storage
format and permits reaching higher memory bandwidths in the structured
grids. The common storage format for hybrid grids is HYB(Hybrid ELLCOO) which shows good performance for simple test cases and may approach
the performance of our CSR combined with true structured implementation.
A review of the performance of different storage formats is presented in [43,
9, 60]. Details of this data structure are presented next. Integration of
interface objects within this framework, that has a fundamental role in the
hybrid software design, is explained afterwards.
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3.3.1

Unstructured mesh data structure for multigrid
methods

In this section, the data structure with homomorphic grids at multiple grid
levels that are constructed algebraically from a fine unstructured mesh is
presented. Different types of elements, e.g. tetrahedron, hexahedron, prism,
etc., may be present in the fine mesh and the CGNS standard [1] is followed
to index different vertices and faces in those elements.
In the following subsection, the meshds t class which contains all the connectivity information that is required for each grid is defined. Then in the
next subsection the amg t container class will be introduced. The amg t contains multiple instances of meshds t type and defines homomorphism transformations that are required to transition from one level to another.

3.3.1.1

Mesh data structure type (meshds t)

Since the shapes of the CVs at different MG levels are complex, no simplifying assumption can be made about the shape of the CVs and hence the
data structure that contains connectivity information of these CVs should
consider generic shapes. The fundamental consideration is that any geometric object can be constructed knowing its boundaries, i.e. a 3D object can
be constructed from its faces and any 2D object can be constructed from its
edges. This data structure can be used for both 2D and 3D meshes so we
use the term side instead of distinctly specifying edge or face corresponding
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to two or three dimensional cases. Our method can be categorized as a halfface or half-edge based for 3D and 2D cases, respectively. Since this data
structure is designed for CFD purposes, it has some features that may be
redundant for other purposes. In CFD methods, there are some parameters
and variables that are associated with the sides and some others that are
associated with the CVs or elements. For instance, quantities like mass/energy flux, area, etc., are calculated on the sides while quantities like volume,
energy, etc., are related to CVs. The arrays containing side related quantities have length equal to the total number of sides and arrays containing CV
related quantities have lengths equal to the total number of CVs.
In this data structure, each side consists of two half-sides that shows the
adjacency relation of that side with the two elements on either side of it.
The sides are numbered both locally within the two adjacent elements and
globally for the whole grid. The half-side concept can be represented by a
pair |g, ls >, where g is the index of the CV and ls is the local number of
that side within that element. The local side number at the fine mesh level
is determined according to the CGNS standard but at the coarser levels the
elements are more versatile in shape and there is no unique way of numbering
the sides. The local numbering at the coarse levels is based on the order of
the agglomeration of the finer constituting elements and varies depending on
the agglomeration method.
The half-side indices at each multigrid level k can be saved in a 32-bit
integer with xk bits used to save local face numberings, and 32 − xk bits
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for saving the index of the CV. xk varies from fine to coarse levels, since
the number of faces varies, i.e. in the fine level hexahedra has the highest
number of faces, 6, while in the coarse levels elements might have as many
as 200 faces. On the other hand, the number of elements in the fine level
is the highest while in the coarsest level there might be only less than 10
elements in the grid. In this implementation, xk is determined through the
formula xk = 2 × k + 3. This allows having 232−3 ≈ 0.5 billion elements with
a maximum of 8 faces in the finest grid which is more than enough for highly
demanding practical CFD problems.
The area vectors that are in the outward direction from the CVs are used
in calculating surface integrations in FVM. The outward area vector for a
common side between two elements have the same magnitude but different
sign/direction. Hence to reduce memory usage and processor idling (due
to over utilization of memory caching), the area vectors or any other vector
quantities that are associated with the sides, e.g. fluxes, should be saved once
for either of the half-sides and then a sign correction should be applied to align
that vector in the outward direction. For this reason, sides are numbered
globally as well, for instance a simple box mesh with 1000 tetrahedrons (which
have 4 faces) that has 500 boundary faces will have total (1000×4+500)/2 =
2250 faces.
Vector quantities are recorded for the half-side with the lower element
number. So the direction of these vectors are from elements with lower index
towards the elements with higher index. In order to find the correctly oriented
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outward area vector for different element numbers, the global side numbers
are allowed to be positive or negative. Each side is treated as a vector
within the mesh that is associated with two half-sides and with the direction
convention from the CV with lower index towards the CV with higher index
(gi < gj ) so it can be denoted by S :< gi , lsi |gj , lsj >, which indicates that
side S consists of two half-sides |gi , lsi > and |gj , lsj > with the direction
from gi towards gj if S is positive, and from gj towards gi if S is negative.
Fig. 3.3 illustrates two elements with different types. The half-sides of each
element are locally numbered irrespective of the dimension. In the fine mesh
level, this local side numbering is determined through the CGNS face/edge
numbering convention which can be simply obtained from an element-vertex
table like 3.1. This table lists the vertices that construct the fine mesh
elements that all have known types, e.g. quad, triangle, tetrahedron, etc.
For the coarser grids, since these known types agglomerate to form complex
shapes, the numbering is implementation dependent. A simple technique that
we have implemented is to number the sides in the order that the weighted
agglomeration technique adds finer elements to construct a coarse element.
Having an appropriate local side numbering, the oriented sides with global
numbering can be constructed which allows us to determine the direction
of the outward side area vector properly and hence be able to, for instance,
perform surface integration (product of flux vector and outward normal area
vector) to obtain whether influx or outflux.
The element-vertex connectivity table lists elements in multiple sections
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Figure 3.3: Two elements with half-sides that have opposite directions

each containing elements of the same type. For 3D meshes, this list starts
with the 3D element (CVs) list and continues with the boundary 2D elements
(CS or control surfaces) and for the 2D mesh it starts with the 2D elements
and continues with the 1D edges as boundary elements. It should be noted
that boundary sections may have the same element types but be separated
because they represent a different boundary condition, e.g. inlet, outlet or
wall condition. With this introduction to these conventions, we can construct
the fine and coarse level instances of the meshds t class.
This data type contains three main arrays: gs2nb, gs2s and s2gs.
1. gs2nb: Contains the adjacency relation of different elements with their
neighboring elements ( < gi , lsi | ↔ |gj , lsj >: element gi at its local
side lsi is adjacent to element gj on its lsj side.)
2. gs2s : Holds the information about the relation between elements and
global numbering of sides ( the global number of two adjacent half-sides
are < gi , lsi | → S , |gj , lsj >→ −S if gi < gj . )
3. s2gs : Inverse transform of the gs2s array which maps the global
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number of a side to its first half-side. S →< gi , lsi |
The ± sign in the gs2s array follows the orientation convention where the
+ sign is for outward and - sign for inward side vector. The gs2nb array
saves the half-side index of the neighbor element for a given local side of an
element. With the help of this array, the local side and element number of the
neighboring element at a particular side can be found. Also using the gs2s
array, the global side number and whether that local side of an element is
inward or outward can be determined. When looping over quantities like flux
that are associated with sides, the two adjacent CVs can be found quickly
and easily via the s2gs and gs2nb arrays.
For the boundary sides that do not have an adjacent element, the side
is always outward. As mentioned before, boundary elements are 2D or 1D
elements at the end of Element Connectivity(EC) table respectively for 3D
or 2D meshes. If we denote a boundary element by bj , since it consists of only
one side, that boundary side, BS can be represented by BS :< gi , lsi |bj , 0 >.
Zero is used instead of one to discern a boundary element from the 1st side
of a regular element.
Figure 3.4a shows a simple fine mesh grid corresponding to the EC table
B.1. As can be seen in the figure, there are some extended regions around
the mesh which represent the 1D boundary elements. Also the local sides are
numbered and drawn in blue color in contrast to the global sides that are in
red. Tables B.2, B.3 and B.6 lists gs2nb, gs2s and s2gs arrays for this fine
mesh grid respectively. Having an agglomeration method, the coarser grids
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(a) Fine Mesh Level

(b) Coarse Mesh Level

Figure 3.4: Sample 2D unstructured mesh demonstrating the agglomeration
process.
can be constructed from these complete sets of adjacency information. In
constructing the coarser grids, not only finer elements join together but also
finer sides join together to form coarser sides. Figure 3.4b shows the first
coarse level agglomeration of this fine mesh. It should be noted that for the
coarse level grids:
• The local side numbers do not follow any particular order.
• Some fine sides are joined together but still at the coarse level the
orientation convention has been held, i.e. the direction of the sides are
from elements with lower index towards the ones with higher index
• Non-boundary elements at different sections might agglomerate hence
the significance of non-boundary sections is abandoned for coarse levels.
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Table 3.1: ELEMENT VERTEX CONNECTIVITY

Element
..
.

vertices

gi
..
.

1, 3, 4, 2

gj
..
.

4, 5, 2

• The boundary elements also join together to form larger elements but
elements from different boundary sections do not agglomerate.
Tables B.4, B.5 and B.7 are respectively the gs2nb, gs2s and s2gs arrays for
this coarse level grid. The same approach can be used to generate multiple
coarse levels for the algebraic multigrid solver. This boundary based data
structure allows treating the different multigrid levels the same which enables
designing a class on top of it to connect these instances of meshds t via a
set of transformations between them. In the next subsection, this issue is
discussed. It should be mentioned that the gs2nb, gs2s and s2gs arrays
are the main constituents of the meshds t class. Auxiliary arrays like cs2vx,
vx2g, etc., that record side-vertex and vertex-element are also created but
are not used in the key solver routines.
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3.3.1.2

Algebraic multigrid type (amg t)

Use of stretched CVs is important in many fluid dynamic problems (e.g. in
boundary layers) because it allows better resolution of flow features perpendicular to the stretch direction without excessive increase in the grid size or
memory requirement and permits solution at higher computational speed.
Convergence becomes slow in solution of these high aspect-ratio/stretched
grids. Directional agglomeration methods try to decrease the anisotropy by
agglomerating the CVs to form more isotropic elements which converge faster.
Directional agglomeration [50] based on the weighted graph algorithm [51]
is employed in EXN/Aero for the agglomeration of unstructured elements.
The following classical definition of the strength of a connection is used as
the weight from which the direction of agglomeration is determined

sp,n



 1 −ap,n > α. max{∀m ∈ nbp |ap,m }
=

 0 else

(3.8)

where for a 3D problem typically α = 0.5. The p and n elements are agglomerated when sp,n = 1. The seeds or parent elements can be selected based on
Parallel Maximal Independent Set(PMIS)[47] approach. For the structured
data on the other hand, structured agglomeration of two or more elements in
each Cartesian direction is used. Although this might affect the convergence
unfavorably, it permits maintaining the structured construct of the grids in
the coarser MG levels which significantly improves GPU performance. Im-
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proved versions of agglomeration techniques have been proposed in [64] and
aggressive coarsening methods are discussed in [73].
Since grid connectivity follows the same structure in different levels, a set
of transformations can be designed that allows the easy transition between
different levels. The amg t class contains a doubly linked list container for
the instances of meshds t that represent different grids and a set of transformations between them. As mentioned earlier, during the agglomeration not
only the elements but also sides join together to form coarser sides. Hence,
transformations for both sides and elements from coarse to fine and from
fine to coarse grids are needed. There are some subtleties associated with
the transformation of sides.
• Some fine sides will no longer be a part of a coarser side.
• Coarse sides follow the sign convention and may consist of finer sides
that have the same or opposite orientations.
• Boundary sides may join with each other but they should be from the
same section.
For the two grids that are mentioned in the previous subsection ( Fig. 3.4 ),
the coarse to fine and fine to coarse transformations for sides and elements
can be constructed as tables B.8, B.9, B.10 and B.11. In fine to coarse side
transformation, table B.11, sides that are not a part of a coarse side have
zero value, e.g. fine side no. 7, 8, 12. Also in the coarse to fine and fine to
coarse transformations, a + or - sign is used to indicate if the two sides from
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different levels have the same orientation or not. For instance, coarse side
number 4 is oriented in the same direction as fine side 4 but in the opposite
direction with respect to fine side no 3. It is important to keep track of
the actual saved area vector direction between elements in different grid
levels. This information is available in the fine mesh level and by following
this proper sign convention, quantities like fluxes can be treated correctly at
coarse level grids, too. The agglomeration of boundary elements is similar to
the agglomeration of boundary sides so there is no need to list the boundary
elements agglomerations in the g2gf and gf2g tables.
By putting the different levels of grids in a linked list that is equipped
with homomorphism transformations between grids, the multigrid solver can
transform more efficiently between levels and use the same algorithms and
algebra at different levels to process elements.

3.3.2

Interface transformations

Implementing a mixed data and mixed precision CFD solution as just described requires appropriate organization of the software. In this case, CFD
problems are divided up into data block and interface objects with associated
tasks operating on their respective data. Interface objects handle transformations between blocks and connect the problem to external inputs including boundary conditions. All blocks, interfaces and tasks have associated
attributes.
There are basically three types of attributes that are assigned to data block
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objects 1)data order/structure type(i.e. unstructured/structured), 2)resource
type (e.g. CPU, GPU) and 3) data precision type (i.e.single/double precision). Interface objects provide transformations between neighbor data
blocks with different permutations of attributes. Interfaces also are responsible for synchronization of solutions among data blocks within the inner loop
iterations. Consequently, four types of interface operations are performed for
this purpose:
1. transformations regarding data structures
2. data transfers and field update tasks on heterogeneous processing units
3. type conversion due to floating point precision of the data
4. synchronization of solution within solver
The constituent blocks of a CFD problem can be structured or unstructured and hence four types of interfaces, i.e. structured:structured, unstructured:structured, unstructured:unstructured and boundary might occur in
general. Connectivity relations among the control volumes that reside in a
structured block are obtained through Cartesian indexing along the three i,
j and k axes of a local frame in that block. Frames of different structured
blocks are not necessarily oriented in the same direction so transformations
are required when two structured blocks share a common interface. On the
other hand the data structure that stores connectivity information of control
volumes in an unstructured block depends on the type of geometric data
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structure that is employed. As discussed in detail in the previous section,
EXN/Aero employs a variation of half-face based boundary representation.
Boundary relations within an unstructured block are listed in the later
sections of the gs2nb and gs2s connectivity tables where the relation between
a 2D boundary element with its neighbor half-face and with global face number is recorded in the former and latter tables respectively. For a block that
has interfaces with other blocks, there will be sections in these tables that
will be similar to the boundary sections but will be used in the interface
transformations.
Adding further complication to the mix, control volumes that are at either
side of interfaces need not have 1-1 matching faces. In such cases, not only
a transformation of frame is required but also conservative treatment of the
assembly of coefficients and synchronization of solutions at the interfaces is
crucial. Transformation matrices are designed to allow these generalities.
Three main tables that are used by the interface objects are index12 , frac12 ,
weight12 for side 1 to 2 and index21 , frac21 , weight21 for side 2 to 1 transformations. Figure 3.5 shows a general interface with non-matching faces that
has a structured block at side 1 and an unstructured block at side 2. The
definition of these arrays with examples from figure 3.5 are as follows
• index12 and index21 : These arrays associate a particular half-face at
one side with the set of half-face indices of the intersecting elements on
the other side of an interface. Some examples are
index12 (< n1 , fn1 |) = {|m1 , fm1 >, |m2 , fm2 >}
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Figure 3.5: A sample general interface with non-matching faces. The block
at side 1 is structured while the block on side 2 is unstructured.
index21 (|m2 , fm2 >) = {|n1 , fn1 >, |n2 , fn2 >}

where a pair like |m1 , fm1 > indicates the half-face of element m1 which
is at one side of this interface.
• frac12 and frac21 : These arrays record the area fraction (S) of intersecting neighbor half-faces in the same order as in the index array with a
half-face on the current side. e.g.
frac12 (< n1 , fn1 |) = {

S<n1 ,fn |m1 ,fm > S<n1 ,fn |m2 ,fm >
1
2
1
1
,
}
S|n1 ,fn >
S|n1 ,fn >
1

frac21 (|m2 , fm2 >) =

1

S<n ,f |m ,f > S<n2 ,fn |m2 ,fm >
2
2
{ S1 n1 2 m2 ,
}
S|m2 ,fm >
|m2 ,fm >
2

2

• weight12 and weight21 : these arrays are responsible for conservative and
seamless assembly of coefficients matrix at the interfaces. These arrays
are calculated per each outer loop iterations and are used during inner
loop iterations of the solver when synchronizing the solutions in the
blocks at both side of an interface.
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During the coefficient assembly stage for solution of an equation e.g. momentum, pressure, . . . , diagonal ap and off-diagonal coefficients anb are calculated. Calculation of anb is straight-forward for faces that are in common
with CVs that lie within the same domain since they are guaranteed to be
1-1. When calculating an anb on a face that constitutes multiple sub-faces
in common with another CV, which happens in general non 1-1 interfaces,
two options for conservative construction of coefficients are available. Option
one is to construct coefficients for each individual sub-face and practically
treat each sub-face as an independent face for that CV. This would require
special treatment of CV that are at the boundaries of data-blocks which consequently slow down the solver significantly. (Note that changing the number
of faces of a geometric object is equivalent to changing its type.)
The second option is to not alter the number of faces of a CV at the boundary and basically record sum and fractions of the coefficients that constitute
a face. Hence the coefficient at a particular face a<p,fp | is constructed by
summing contributions of all connected neighbor CVs

a<p,fp | =

X

a<p,fp |nb,fnb >

(3.9)

nb

while recording the coefficient fractions in the auxiliary weight arrays

w12 (< p, fp |) = {∀|nb, fnb >, frac12 (< p, fp |nb, fnb >) > 0|
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a<p,fp |nb,fnb >
}
a<p,fp |nb,fnb >
(3.10)

which would allow reconstructing sub-face coefficient simply by

a<p,fp |nb,fnb > = w12 (< p, fp |nb, fnb >) × a<p,fp | .

(3.11)

While these two approaches result in the same result, the benefit of the latter
is that it does not require special treatment of the boundary CV. This would
preserve the element type which is especially non-flexible for structured datablocks.
It should be pointed out that for structured blocks a concise half-face
convention can be adopted converting i, j and k indices of the control volumes
to a unique element number with a map like n = (k−1)×ni ×nj +(j−1)×ni +i
where ni and nj are the total number of nodes in the i and j direction. Also
a local face numbering from 1 to 6 can be assigned to the corresponding east,
west, north , etc,faces following the CGNS element numbering convention.
Using these three transformation matrices, all the operations pertaining to
CFD methods for the elements at the interfaces can be performed successfully. It should be noted that in the mentioned example an interface with
non-matching faces was chosen for generality. The transformation arrays will
become simpler in the case of interfaces with matching faces. Interface operations are also performed in the coarse levels in the multigrid solver where
the same methodology is used to construct coarser level interface transformations. Due to the independent agglomeration of elements in the two data
blocks that are at either side of an interface, coarse level interfaces are not
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matching in general and hence general construction of the transformations is
well-posed for the multigrid design of hybrid meshes.
As mentioned earlier, the CBMM module assigns different data blocks to
different processing units based on criteria such as memory restriction, processing speed, etc,to achieve maximum throughput. The other type of operations that interface objects perform are related to the use of heterogeneous
processing units which do not necessarily share common memory.
When data from different block objects are assigned to different CPU
threads and GPU devices, updating the fields at the elements that are at
either side of an interface during different operations of the solver should be
done on a common processing unit. So interface objects transfer the relevant
block data to a common processing unit, process and then transfer them back.
Since data transfer can become a major bottleneck, data transfer should be
kept to a minimum during these operations. As soon as the blocks that are
at the two sides of an interface are processed, the corresponding interface
task is launched. This allows the interface and block tasks to be processed
in parallel to reduce total runtime.
The last type of transformations are regarding the precision of the corresponding floating point variables of block objects that are on either side of
an interface. Use of double precision block objects is kept at minimum and
only is used where high precision is required. This is due to the fact that
double precision calculations not only use double the memory resources but
also are processed at a significantly lower speed compared to single precision
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operations. For instance, Nvidia GPUs perform double precision calculations
roughly three times slower than single precision. Appropriate type conversions are required in order not to lose information at the interfaces.

3.3.3

Choice of solver for mixed data problems

In multi-block problems, the ith data block at the jth multigrid level would
have Nij nodes. Structured blocks are coarsened typically with an 8-fold
rate from one MG level to the next coarser level but unstructured blocks are
agglomerated in a more dynamic way based on an agglomeration technique
that is used. The algebraic multigrid uses linear solvers to solve all the data
P
blocks in one level at a time which consists of ni=1 Nij nodes and involves
inter-block synchronization and interface operations.
The size and the communication cost of processing a particular data block
determines if it is worthwhile to compute that data block at that multigrid
level on a GPU co-processor. This is due to the fact that as the size of the
data block decreases for higher multigrid levels the cost of back and forth data
transfer for interface synchronization at a particular multigrid level becomes
more significant compared to the time that it takes to process the data. Also
the data transfer/synchronization cost will be more when neighbors of a data
block are located on a different node or GPU device compared to when its
neighboring data blocks are on the same device. In this latter instance, it
is possible to synchronize on the device rather than performing that task on
a host machine. So after a certain threshold for the size of data, it is more
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efficient to keep the data on the host and process using the host CPUs. This
size threshold translates to different multigrid level for different blocks but
typically solving first two multigrid levels on GPUs and levels 2 and higher
on CPUs is close to optimum for most problems.
A Gauss-Séidel (GS) iterative solver is used when processing the data
blocks on CPUs. On the other hand, ordered Multi-Color Gauss-Séidel
(MCGS) is used when solving on GPU devices. MCGS ensures the uniqueness of the solution by preventing race conditions from happening when utilizing many GPU threads to access the data in the memory. The 2 color
red-black ordering is sufficient to avoid any possible race condition in structured grids due to the hexahedron element types. For solving unstructured
data blocks on GPU, more than two colors is required to order the access
of threads to data. The number of required colors is less or equal to the
maximum number of faces that an element can have in the mesh.
Sato et al. propose a multi-color ordering technique in [61] that was tested
on multi-threaded OpenMP environments and achieved unique solutions and
a better convergence rate compared to Jacobi methods. The number of colors
that is used to order data access with different processing threads increases
with the number of faces that constituting elements in the mesh have. This
would mean that at coarser unstructured MG levels where elements might
have few hundred faces, the number of required colors increases dramatically. While MCGS methods perform well in multi-threaded environments
with few colors, their performance declines in many-thread environments
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with a higher number of colors. Many-core GPUs perform well when there
are fewer synchronization points and more data to achieve higher throughput.
As the number of colors in an unstructured block increases, less parallelism
will be exposed per color. Also the number of MG synchronization points increases linearly with the number of required colors which in turn increases the
amount of idle time of different processors. So practically using unstructured
MCGS methods on many-core GPU environments would be more suitable for
very lower multigrid levels. On the other, hand GPU processors favor more
simple over less complex computations. The inexpensive Jacobi method is
employed when processing unstructured data on GPU devices. The use of
fast Jacobi methods to avoid the complexities of MCGS, when applied to
smaller unstructured data blocks, will not have much impact on the overall
convergence of a problem if an adequate number of iterations are launched.
While more research should be performed to improve the unstructured
solver on GPUs, the availability of fast and efficient solvers for structured
data that have aligned memory access pattern is a compelling reason to
maximize the use of structured data on GPUs.

3.3.4

Construction of coarse grid through agglomeration

A major issue regarding the conservation of the fields within parareal is the
interpolation between coarse and fine grids and vice versa when different
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grids are employed. In such cases, maintaining low imbalance is even more
complicated.
In order to be able to have smooth initialization of a propagator, field
values like ~u, p,etc,that are saved in the Control Volume(CV) centers(in a
collocated implementation) and integration point mass flows(mass flux) that
are saved on the Control Surfaces(CS) are required. Although accurate interpolation can be obtained for CV centered field values, conventional interpolation cannot be applied for CS calculated variables. The integration point
values are calculated nonlinearly according to the discretization schemes of
the advection term, e.g. upwind biased. In such cases, even higher orders
of interpolations are required. The best approach based on the experiments
is obtained when the coarse CVs are obtained by agglomeration of the fine
CVs. In doing so, the CS of the coarse grid is constructed by joining multiple fine CS and hence the integration point value of the coarse grid can be
calculated definitively during the fine to coarse interpolation.
On the other hand, there are two types of fine CS, i.e. the ones that
are a part of a coarse CS(A) and the ones that are not(B) as shown in
figure 3.6. If the agglomeration is structured, i.e. by agglomerating 2 CVs
in each Cartesian direction, type A fine CS flux values can be calculated
(during a coarse to fine interpolation) by taking the area fraction of the
coarse values. Type B fine CS flux values on the other hand requires more
attention. For structured agglomeration case, type B fine CS can be the
average of the two neighboring type A values in that direction (which is
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algebraically conservative) while for unstructured agglomeration, ideally a
small scale CFD solution should be solved to obtain inner CS flux values.
To avoid this complication, a simple upwind value based on the interpolated
field values is used. Figure 3.6 shows a typical structured 2D agglomeration
of 4 fine CVs to form 1 coarse CV.

Figure 3.6: 2D Structured agglomeration.

Structured agglomeration is preferred over unstructured not only because
of the interpolation advantage but also because of the algebraic relation be+ 1, j−1
+
tween the coarse and the fine CV indices, i.e. (I, J, K) = ( i−1
2
2
1, k−1
+ 1) where capital letters are for coarse element indices and small let2
ters are for the fine ones (note that integer division should be used). The
algebraic relation between the donor and receiver CVs allows finding the
donor-receiver relations without any need for extra lookup tables during the
parareal interpolation steps such that it would be especially faster for big
problems. For unstructured coarse grids that are obtained through the agglomeration methods discussed earlier, tables B.8 and B.9 would provide
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donor-receiver relations with ease. Employing coarse grids to make an acceptably fast coarse propagator allows a more flexible setup for parareal
problems and potentially yields more speedup.
Also, the use of a coarse grid within the coarse propagator would help
with the stability of the parareal methodology because it would allow maintaining a similar CFL2 number for both coarse and fine propagators. For
instance, 2-fold coarsening both in space and time preserves the CFL number
which would be desirable in less stable simulations and allows better tracking
of transient phenomena within the two propagator system while yielding a
coarse propagator that is roughly 16X faster (in 3D+1 space-time).
On the other hand, constructing a coarse propagator that employs only
spatial coarsening allows adoption of a parareal predictor-corrector scheme
to tackle even steady-state problems. This would be an avenue for speeding
up large scale steady-state simulations.

3.4

Temporal parallelization in a GPU accelerated software

In section 5.1.1, it will be shown that GPU co-processors provide significant
speedup in solution of equations that were explained in the previous sections.
GPUs are vector processing units which owe their success to the fact that they
are capable of computing large amounts of data with high data throughput
2

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
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at moderate frequencies(e.g. 800MHz). CPUs on the other hand can execute
complicated logic computations with very low data throughput but at higher
frequencies(e.g. 3GHz). This makes these resources suitable for different
operations in a scientific software.
In a GPU accelerated CFD software such as EXN/Aero that involves computation of complicated logical operations (such as coefficient assembly of
models) and also operations that are well suited for high throughput computation (such as stationary linear algebra solver), load balancing to obtain
best performance is critical. High computational speed of GPUs makes them
more vulnerable to slow data transfer when fetching data. Hence new generations of Nvidia GPUs focus on improving this bottleneck by technologies such
as NVLink that significantly increase the data transfer bandwidth between
host and device memory and among multiple devices.
Speedup in performance (in reference to a base performance) of a scientific
software such as EXN/Aero varies by the type of operations that are executed
but for a given task T, it is mainly a function of data size(D) and number
of resources(R) among other variables, i.e. ST = S(D, R, ...). Technically
there are two definitions of performance scaling, i.e. strong and weak. Weak
scaling is defined by the slope of the speedup curve as a function of amount
of data for a specified number of resources (for instance R0 = 1 GPU), i.e.
∂ST
|R=R0 .
Scweak =
∂D
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On the other hand, strong scaling is the slope of speedup curve as a function
of number of processors for a specified size of data (for instance D0 = 1
GByte data), i.e.
∂ST
Scstrong =
|D=D0 .
∂R
In both cases close to linear slopes (Sc ≈ 1) are sought. Naturally since
GPUs are throughput oriented processors, they show better weak scaling
than strong. This is due to the fact that they perform better when provided
with larger amount of data. For a given size of data obtained through spatial
discretization of the problems, saturation of strong scaling(i.e. when the slope
Scstrong = 0 at strong resource saturation count Rsat ) is reached quickly in
complicated softwares. This is due to the fact that the grand total speedup
is
P
0
i STi ∆tTi
,
Stot = P
0
i ∆tTi
where ∆t0Ti is the time spent to execute task Ti with base performance setting.
Presence of tasks that are better suited for CPU resources or tasks that
perform sub-optimally on GPU degrade the scaling. Also increase in required
data transfers between tasks and reduction in data size per GPU, when using
more resources, are responsible for reduction in strong scaling of advanced
scientific computations.
This makes temporal parallelization methods, such as PA, very interesting in GPU accelerated softwares since the amount of data is multiplied to
allow use of more GPU resources and obtain further gain in speedup. In the
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next chapter, the methodology to which PA is employed in EXN/Aero to
surpass the spatial speedup barrier when performing GPU accelerated CFD
simulations is detailed.
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Chapter 4
Methodology
The previous chapter discussed the components of individual parareal propagators which benefit from spatial parallelism. In this chapter, organization
of multiple, if not many, propagators in the PA context that work in concert
to yield temporal parallelism is covered. In the first section, the paradigm
to which parareal components are defined and integrated to EXN/Aero are
explained. Use of a coarse grid to further accelerate/stabilize the coarse
propagator is encouraged due to reasons that will be explained. This though
introduces two major difficulties.
First, use of different grids means that field values from the two grid system
have a different spatial frequency spectrum and interpolation is involved from
one to the other system. Especially in fluid dynamic applications where a
set of coupled conservation equations are solved, numerical artifacts that are
produced in the interpolation operations should be minimized.
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Secondly, complications arise when superimposing the PA correction on
the fields that are grid dependent. Especially in the turbulent flow regime
where high resolution models such as SST-DES [65] are used, model field
values depend on the resolution of the spatial grid. Consequently, use of
different resolution grids for the coarse and fine propagators would translate
to incompatibilities in model fields. Filtering techniques to resolve this issue
are proposed in the second section.
A further section is dedicated to explaining how convergence is monitored,
and finally a windowing technique which gives further flexibility to run multiple sequential parareal simulations to cover arbitrary simulation times is
included in the last section.

4.1

Communicator design

Parareal is implemented using the MPI parallel programming paradigm.
Each propagator is represented by a distinct process and the communications are handled within the parareal communicator. Coarse propagators
perform the following tasks:
1. handle projection of the fields either from coarse to fine(c2f) or from
fine to coarse(f2c) grid
2. apply any filtering that is required due to the difference between coarse
and fine grid resolution
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3. calculate corrections and apply them to the initial values with appropriate relaxation if required
4. solve the coarse grid problem for the given initial value within the
designated time interval.
Fine propagators on the other hand are only required to solve the problem in
the fine grid with an initial value that is given to them by the coarse propagators for the specified length of time interval. Three types of communications
that occur between coarse and fine propagators are as follows:
Com1 Coarse propagator receives coarse, Ĉ(ΦnI ), and fine, F̂ (ΦnI ), solutions
from the fine propagator from the previous iteration and previous interval. Both send and receive are blocking data transfers.
Com2 After applying the corrections and filtering, Coarse propagator sends
fine initial values to the fine propagator at the same iteration and interval. Both send and receive are blocking in this data transfer.
Com3 Once coarse propagator solves the coarse grid problem, its solution is
sent to the fine propagator in the same iteration and interval. Send is
blocking while receive is nonblocking so fine propagator receives data
sometime in the middle of its solution time.
Figure 4.1 shows the operations between sample propagators schematically.
The dashed part at the beginning of the coarse propagator process refers to
the three tasks that coarse propagators perform to prepare the initial values
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Figure 4.1: Parareal Communicator

and the solid parts refer to where the propagator actually solves the problem.
It should be noted that the lengths of the processes are exaggerated for clarity
and the length of the dashed part of the coarse propagators are much shorter
than the solid part of the coarse propagator and that, in turn, is much smaller
than the all solid fine propagator.
Handling the data transfer between propagators in this manner allows simpler communications, fewer blocking operations and facilitates use of multiple
coarse propagators. Each coarse propagator handles one parareal iteration
and if the coarse propagators from two consecutive iterations were to communicate directly with each other, send buffers as many as the number of time
intervals would be required which adds to the complexity and memory needs
of the problem. This is avoided by using fine propagators as the medium to
send information between iterations.
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Using multiple coarse propagators ensures that the fine propagators do not
become idle waiting until the coarse propagator finishes the current iteration
to start the next iteration. Ideally, though, having a coarse propagator that
is fast enough to finish one iteration before the first fine propagator finishes
the first interval is preferred.

4.1.1

Initialization of the coarse propagator

Three of the four tasks that the coarse propagator does are to project and
gather field values from different propagators, apply filters to the fields if
required, calculate parareal corrections, add them to the fields with relaxation
if required and project them back to the fine propagators.
Projection and filtering are required to translate the field values from one
grid to the other when a coarser grid is used for the spatial discretization of
the coarse propagator. In this implementation, two options for the interpolation between coarse and fine grids are enabled.
First option is to create the coarse grid by an agglomeration of the fine
grid. In this case if the fine grid is structured, agglomeration relations are
all algebraic and no extra tables to find donor-receiver relations are required.
On the other hand if the fine grid is unstructured, donor-receiver relations
are stored in tables similar to the ones described in 3.3.1.2.
The other option is to employ an independent coarse grid for the coarse
propagator. In this case, at the beginning of the parareal solver, for each
receiver node in one grid the closest donor node in the other grid is found
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and since these donor-receiver relations do not change for the whole problem
time, they are saved in tables and reused in the correction stages. Taylor
expansion is used to project the values from donor nodes to the receiver
nodes, i.e.
φr |~r=~rr ≈ φd |~r=~rd + (~rr − ~rd ).∇φd |~r=~rd + O(2).
Above, the subscripts ‘r’ and ‘d’ denote receiver and donor respectively while
~rr and ~rd refer to the position of the donor and receiver in the corresponding grids. First order expansion is used for the C2F interpolation in the 1st
parareal iteration but zeroth order for both C2F and F2C projections is used
elsewhere. Zeroth order treatment of the C2F in the later iterations is justin−1
fied because we apply a correction which equals Ĉ(Φn−1
) − Ĉ(ΦI−1
) to the
I

fine initial value which resembles a correction that is introduced within the
geometric multigrid framework, i.e. it is a uniform correction to all the fine
CVs that are encapsulated in a coarse CV. In such cases a smoothing operation can be performed to rid of any sharp discontinuities in the correction
field.
Since coarse and fine spatial discretizations are different, fine propagators
are able to capture finer flow features so a filter should be used when mapping
the field values from fine to the coarse mesh. In this study, a simple box
filter is used for smoothing out the fine details in the finer mesh before using
it in the coarse propagator. The size of the box is determined from the
mesh coarsening ratio. That is if the fine mesh is coarsened χ times in each
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Cartesian direction and if the length scales of the fine CV is δx , δy , δz then
the box size would χδx , χδy , χδz centered on the donor node in the fine mesh.
The filtering equation then reads
R xd +χδx /2 R yd +χδy /2 R zd +χδz /2
φ̄(~rr ) =

xd −χδx /2

yd −χδy /2 zd −χδz /2
χ3 δx δy δz

φ(~rd )dxdydz

(4.1)

where donor nodes are in the fine mesh.
In this study, solution of the wall scale equation

∇2 φws = −1

(4.2)

with φws = 0 on wall boundary

is used for relaxing the parareal corrections near the walls when employing
turbulence models. Strong couplings are present between the velocity fields
and turbulent kinetic energy and frequency near walls so use of suitable
relaxation avoids unwanted flow separation and behaviour due to parareal
corrections near walls. φws can be used to calculate the distance from a
p
wall dwall = −|∇φws | |∇φws |2 + 2φws which then can be normalized by the
maximum distance of any point from any wall to yield a normalized distance
d¯wall . The following coefficient is used to relax the parareal correction close
to the wall
r = min(0.1, d¯wall ) × 10.
Obviously, away from the wall (i.e. r
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¯
d>0.1

(4.3)

= 1) the relaxation coefficient

becomes inconsequential. Closer to the wall the relaxation coefficient diminishes linearly. This would mean if proper relaxation parameter is chosen,
parareal corrections will not disturb the boundary layer to the extent that
would cause non-convergent flow predictions. This is further justified by
the fact that the coarse propagator is not able to resolve the high-resolution
boundary layer flow features and its influence in the fine-grid solution in that
region should be inconsequential.

4.1.2

Propagator solver setup

Each propagator is designed to act as a black box that outputs a solution
for given input initial values. Initial values and solutions are represented
by instances of iv t data types which hold different field values. Velocity
vector field, pressure, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent frequency, energy
and mass flux are typical components of this data type. It should be pointed
out that in incompressible flow problems there is no evolution equation for
pressure and it is the gradient of pressure which is consequential to the flow
solution via the velocity equations. The pressure equation acts to correct the
velocity field and alleviate the mass imbalance in the outer solver loop. In
such problems, a common reference pressure should be used for both coarse
and fine propagators to avoid discrepancies between the pressure field values.
In problems where spatial coarsening is employed, if first order interpolation
for pressure is not possible then use of gradient of pressure as a transport
variable within parareal frame-work should be considered. This is due to
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the fact that zeroth order interpolation would produce the wrong pressure
gradients and consequently would lead to a bad initialization or divergence
of the fine propagator.
The Navier Stokes equations are nonlinear due to the advection term where
velocity field and mass flux based on velocity field are multiplied with each
P
other, faces f~u. In the context of parareal solution, if the correction of the
velocity field is large then the correction of the advection term will be larger
and hence it can be chosen not to correct the mass flux as a more stable
linear approximation.
X
X
~ ≈
~ + ~uδf + O(2))
(f + δf )(~u + δu)
(f~u + f δu
faces

faces

Each propagator then performs inner and outer iterations. Outer loop iterations over governing equation of multiple fields, each consisting of coefficient
calculations followed by a linear algebra solver, continue until convergence of
all the fields per each time step is obtained. Inner loop iterations inside the
linear algebra solver are performed until convergence of an individual field
equation. Individual propagator operations were explained in more details
in the previous chapter.
The effect of changes in spatial and/or temporal discretization on convergence was demonstrated in section 3.2. In the parareal framework, the
coarse propagator uses a coarser time-step and likely spatial discretization so
it is important to enforce the same convergence criteria for the conservation
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equations of mass, momentum and energy for all propagators. This would
guarantee a smooth initialization when performing parareal corrections and
initialization of propagators using previous propagator solutions.

4.2

Windowing methodology

The length of the time intervals affect the magnitude of the corrections and
consequently the threshold Reynolds number. This is due to the fact that
the fields of the coarse and the fine propagators having started from the same
initial value will diverge from each other as simulation time passes because of
the different precision of the two kinds of propagator. So it seems reasonable
to keep the size of the time intervals as small as possible. Multiple issues
arise when trying to make the time intervals small:
• the total number of propagators is equal to the number of time intervals so by making the time slices very small the total simulation time
becomes limited
• the smaller the size of the time intervals the more significant the data
transfer time becomes and
• the smoothness of the solution decreases as more fine-grained parareal
time-intervals are employed. The choice of time interval should be large
enough to avoid stability issues.
So, having found a suitable size of the time intervals(∆T ) that optimizes
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performance considering the above issues, given a total number of propagators (Np ) based on the available computational resources, a total simulation
time T = Np × ∆T can be reached. This might not be desirable if a larger
total time is sought. In such cases the windowing technique becomes useful
where multiple windows Nw of length Ti each restarting from the converged
solution of the previous window is used. In such a way, a desirable total simulation time can be reached. The length of each window might be different
but the number of time intervals which is equal to the number of propagators
is preferably kept at a maximum to employ as much parallelism as possible.
On the other hand in evolution problems where the total necessary simulation time is unknown, a window size based on a physical characteristic time
scale of the problem can be defined and having analyzed the behavior of the
flow in the current window or in comparison with previous windows, a decision can be made on continuing to another window or not. This approach
is especially useful in solving practical unsteady engineering problems(e.g.
current flows in tidal turbine site to be shown below) where convergence is
evaluated based on monitoring of solution statistics. In such problems, a
window time can be obtained that is comparable to the physical scales of the
problem, which will be discussed in the following sections.
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4.3

Filtering grid dependent features and multistage solution method

Parareal has stability issues in high Reynolds number flows. In such problems, turbulence models are used to incorporate finer turbulent flow features
that the spatial grid and time step might not be able to adequately resolve. This is due to the limitations in simulation times and computational
resources. Eddy viscosity turbulence models are common where the contribution of turbulent features is presented with a turbulent viscosity µt which
is added to the molecular viscosity µ in the viscous diffusion term of the
momentum equation. In these models, extra equations are solved to calculate the turbulent viscosity. In this work, two extra differential equations
for the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and turbulent frequency, ω, are solved.
Turbulent viscosity is then calculated based on the value of these two fields
according to a relation such as equation C.7(note that νt =

µt
).
ρ

Turbulence models amplify the diffusion term and consequently reduce
the numerical Peclet number(P e =

ρ|~
u|
| )
Γ/δx cs

which makes the solution more

stable. The Peclet number is calculated on the CV faces with δx being
a CV length scale in the direction normal to that face and Γ =

µ+µt
ρ

is

the diffusion coefficient. Reducing the numerical Peclet number means that
the diffusion term is not insignificant in high Reynolds number anymore
and consequently the flow solution would be stable. Turbulent viscosity can
be much larger than the molecular viscosity µ depending on the type of
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turbulence model employed. In the extreme case using a RANS model like
SST, turbulent viscosity can be multiple orders of magnitude larger than the
molecular viscosity.
Less modeled diffusion can be included by a DES like turbulence model.
In doing so, the turbulent viscosity will represent a portion of the turbulence energy spectrum that cannot be resolved directly by the grid. In the
LES/DES models, turbulent viscosity is related to the grid size via a filter.
As discussed earlier, this filter compares inertial length scale(obtained from
the subgrid model) with the grid size and based on that adds the unresolved
portion of turbulence features in the form of a turbulent viscosity (in either
the LES or RANS form). In the DES model, a coarser filter produces larger
turbulent viscosity and in the very coarse grid limit, it coincides with the
RANS approximation.
Using turbulence models is very helpful for the parareal stability if integrated correctly with the parareal methodology. The extra turbulence viscosity that models such as SST-k-ω introduces to the viscous term in the momentum equation, highly increases the stability of the solver and improves
feasibility of a parareal solution. Using URANS turbulence models (such
as k-ω ) within the parareal framework are easily incorporated by adding
two extra transport fields, i.e. k and ω, to the list of fields that need to be
exchanged in the parareal correction stages.
On the other hand when employing turbulence models like DES that resolve more of the turbulent features directly from the grid, the fields k and ω
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depend on the grid size via a filter and consequently if in the parareal method
coarse and fine grids are used by coarse and fine propagators respectively, the
turbulence k and ω fields would not be compatible so parareal corrections
would not be correct.
In this work, when two different grids are used with a grid dependent turbulence model like DES, SST-SAS, etc., a common blended filter is chosen
that allows production of same level of turbulence in both types of propagators. The modeled turbulence level is directly proportional to the filter
size that is used. The default filter size(∆) is related to the mesh resolution
according to a relation like eqn. C.4.
For each propagator, the default filter provides the most accurate solution
but in a parareal solution where different grids are employed for the coarse
and fine propagators, the blended filter (which is picked for compatibility
of the modeled turbulent viscosity levels) allows a tunablity for stabilizing
the solution. This blended filter is finer than the default coarse filter and
coarser than the default fine filter. Using a coarser or finer filter size than
the default for either types of the propagators will make their solution less
accurate which is a compromise that is taken in return for compatibility and
stability.
A blended filter size(∆b ) which lies between the coarse(∆c ) and the fine(∆f )
default filter sizes can be defined with the help of a blending factor(0 ≤ αb ≤
1) according to
∆b = (1 − αb ).∆c + αb .∆f .
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(4.4)

In the limit of αb = 0 the coarse grid filter would be used for both coarse
and fine while the other extreme would employ the fine grid filter for both
grids. Bearing in mind that
• the coarse propagator has fewer time steps in a parareal interval,
• the DES filter is only applied in the LES region away from the walls
• and the fact that the coarse propagator is an approximate solution
use of a finer filter for the coarse propagator becomes an acceptable compromise. When the Reynolds number is not very high, αb = 1 can be used in the
parareal solution. On the other hand, in very high Reynolds number limit a
smaller blending factor should be used for stabilization. Since finer features
of the flow cannot possibly be captured when a coarser filter is used, a final time-serial solution should follow the parareal solution to capture those
features. This multistage solution is discussed next.

4.3.1

Multistage problem solution

In turbulent flow problems where the larger more energetic portion of the turbulent energy spectrum is resolved using LES models, time averaged statistics
of the observables like lift or drag coefficients, Reynolds stress tensor, etc.,are
sought. In these kind of problems, the initialization process is often long and
time consuming with a good example being environmental flows, where physical initial values are not available or highly approximate. It is undesirable to
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include a poor initial solution in the calculation of time averaged statistical
observables. In such cases, it is a common practice to run the simulation
long enough to remove the influence of approximate initial values and restart
the problem from the previous more physical solution. After restart, simulation should run long enough until the statistics in a certain time window
stabilizes.
To assist in breaking up an overall simulation time into stages and time
windows, a wash-through time, Twt is defined as the amount of time that it
takes for roughly most of the fluid in the domain to pass through and out
the domain. The wash-through time, naturally, serves as a larger time-scale
of the simulation.
One approach using the wash-through time to define solution stages is
to use a coarse mesh to initialize from less physical initial values for one
Twt (stage 1) and then use that solution to initialize a parareal problem that
will be solved for a few Twt to populate a fine mesh with more detailed physical
information(stage 2). A final third stage can then use the parareal solution
to initialize a fine mesh solution which will be run to final convergence (stage
3). It should be noted that the third stage might not be required if enough
accuracy is reached from the parareal solution.
Use of wash-through time as the time-scale of the stages is due to the fact
that different stages operate at different numerical accuracy regimes which
would produce different levels of error that is required to be advected out of
the domain. This error advection time is proportional to the wash-through
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time.
Significant speedup can be achieved using this approach for high resolution
solutions of practical problems. If the coarse propagator is C times faster
than the fine propagator and assuming a parareal setup which is P times
faster than the fine propagator, in a multistage solution of length N × Twt
with Nc , Np and Nf (N = Nc + Np + Nf ), Twt time for coarse, parareal and
fine stages, a total speedup of

multistage speedup =

times can be achieved.

N
Nc /C + Np /P + Nf

(4.5)

It should be noted that the simplified parareal

speedup, P, is equal to the number of fine propagators divided by the total number of iterations to reach convergence.

Figure 4.2: An example multistage solution with 1x, 2x and 2x Twt solutions
corresponding to stage 1 (serial coarse), stage 2 (parareal), and stage 3 (serial
fine).
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Figure 4.2 shows an example 3 stage simulation that runs for a total N = 5
wash through times. In this example with Nc = 1, Np = 2, Nf = 2 and C =
10, P = 2.5 the total speedup is approximately 1.72 which is significant for
practical problems where months of computation time is required.

4.4

Convergence

Mainly two types of convergence analysis, i.e. strong and statistical, are
considered here.
Strong convergence analysis is based on the magnitude of the parareal
corrections. The smaller the corrections become the closer we are to convergence. In this work, the parareal corrections are normalized with the mean
of a field collected at each parareal iteration over multiple monitoring points
in the problem domain. According to eqn. 2.16, the parareal corrections for
the coarse and fine propagators in the whole problem domain are
n−1
Coarse Prop. Correction ∆ΦnI = F̂ (Φn−1
I−1 ) − Ĉ(ΦI−1 )
n−1
δΦnI = Ĉ(Φn−1
) − Ĉ(ΦI−1
).
I

Fine Prop. Correction
An error for a parareal iteration as

qP
eI =

n

δΦnI 2

ΦI

(4.6)

can be defined where ΦI is the mean of the field in iteration I (the sum-
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mation is over all the parareal time slices). This approach is reasonable for
when exact solution of low Reynolds number or turbulent problems, that are
modeled using a RANS turbulent model, is sought.
Statistical convergence on the other hand is more appropriate for the multistage approach where parareal is mainly employed for a better initial value
for a final fine stage solution. In practical unsteady problems, stabilization
of statistics (e.g. mean, standard deviation, etc) of the fields over multiple monitoring points within the problem domain determines convergence.
Monitoring points are positioned on important sites and the values of selected fields like velocity and pressure are recorded in each time step during
a whole parareal iteration. Statistics such as mean, standard deviation in
real space and peak frequency, FWHM1 and phase in Fourier space can be
gathered from those data. An exit condition based on a threshold or based
on a relative change for these parameters can be prescribed. As the statistics
converge, its relative change from one iteration to the next will diminish.
This statistical analysis for convergence assessment is especially useful for
large unsteady flow problems where not much information about the expected
behavior of the system is available. For these problems, convergence analysis
is not only used for evaluating convergence for parareal iterations within
each parareal window, but also is used to decide whether further windows
are required when comparing the statistics of the last iteration in the last two
windows. In practical problems where significant uncertainties in the physics
1

Full Width Half Maximum
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and modeling are present, applying a high precision threshold for controlling
parareal iterations would not be appropriate.
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Chapter 5
Selected results
In this chapter, selected case studies to demonstrate the application of the
discussed temporal parallelism in fluid dynamic problems are presented.
Five sets of simulations have been performed to demonstrate the viability
of the proposed approach for employing parareal in solving fluid flow problems. In the first section, validation of a single propagator solution, which is
a building block of the parareal method, is reviewed. In the second section,
vortex shedding from a cylinder is used to verify the different concepts that
are introduced for the improvement of the parareal scheme. In the following
sections, the parareal solution method applied to environmental flow problems, an external flow around a fully appended submarine, and finally an
air conditioning application in a concert hall is presented. Note that the
reported speedups for PA in the following sections are in reference to close
to optimum corresponding time-serial simulation results.
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The computational resources are obtained from the GPGPU cluster, Mach1, at the University of New Brunswick. This cluster includes 5 compute nodes
each with 2 Intel Xeon (E5-2643 v2 @ 3.50GHz with 6 physical cores) CPUs
and 4 Nvidia Tesla K80 graphic cards (each having 2 GPU accelerators).
Propagator data are fit in as many GPUs as required for different problems
and OpenMP threads are employed to update interface data between spatial
subdomains and launching GPU tasks. Interface operations are executed
concurrently with GPU operations to maximize CPU and GPU execution
overlap.
Communications among the propagators (whether they are in the same
node or not) are handled with the MPI library, MPICH version 3.1.3, and
PGI compiler version 15.10 with CUDA driver version 7.0 is used to compile
the software.

5.1

Validation of the single propagator solution

In this section, two tests to validate the methods that are implemented within
a single propagator are given. First the underlying data structures that are
used to assemble equations and solve the linear algebraic equations using the
multigrid solution methods are tested to check if they meet the performance
requirements. In the second test, 2D vortex shedding from a cylinder is used
to validate an unsteady solution against experimental data.
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5.1.1

Validation of the employed data structures

This subsection is divided into two parts. In the first part, the performance
of the proposed unstructured mesh data structure mds t is assessed, and,
in the second part, the performance of the amg t data structure for the
unstructured mesh is tested and compared against the performance of the
structured ACM implementation. These performance tests are repeated on
GPU as well to illustrate the behavior of the unstructured mesh against the
structured counterpart on manycore architectures. In these tests, 1 OpenMP
thread is used to access a GPU device. The test problem that is used in these
investigations is the Poisson equation

∇2 φ(x, y, z) = −17π 2 sin(4πx) sin(πy)

(5.1)

where φ is a scalar field on R3 . It is clear that the source term in the above
equation has symmetry in the z direction. We followed [40] in choosing this
particular source term to investigate the scalability of ACM. The domain of
the problem is a box with identical edge length of 1 m. Boundary conditions
| = 0 at the north face (NF) and symmetry boundary
are φ|NF = 0, ∂φ
∂y NF
conditions on the rest of the faces. Also the field is initialized to φ0 = 1 in
the inner spatial domain. The converged solution of the mentioned Poisson
problem is shown in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Converged solution of the test Poisson problem of eqn. 5.1
5.1.1.1

Scalability test of the unstructured mesh data structure

There are two factors that affect the run time of the unstructured problems.
First the design of the data structure that contains the connectivity information of the unstructured elements and second the convergence properties
of the solver. EXN/Aero solver performs iterations until certain convergence
criteria is met. In these test problems, the criterion is to reduce the residual
by 5 orders of magnitude, which translates into different numbers of iterations
for different mesh sizes.
As the problem size grows, solvers stall and the number of iterations increases exponentially. This is where multigrid techniques help by improving
propagation of information from boundaries to inner domain within each
iteration. So to investigate scalability of the mesh data structure, the contributions of the multigrid methods need to be masked. To do so, in the first
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Table 5.1: Timing results on CPU and GPU for unstructured meshes of
varying sizes.
Mesh Size(x1000)
Number of Iter.
Total Time(s)
Time per Iter.(s)
Number of Iter.
Total Time(s)
Time per Iter.(s)

10

20

40
80
CPU Tests
6725 10290 15804 23102
7.16 21.21 69.28 218.38
1.06 2.06
4.38
9.452
GPU Tests
8720 13493 21038 31304
5.88 14.86 44.86 124.87
0.67 1.10
2.13
3.98

160

320

640

33801 50567 68663
620.77 1864.6 4916.45
18.36 36.87 71.60
46894 72549
391.15 1131
8.34
15.58

101920
3277.15
32.15

round of tests, multigrid is disabled and then time per iteration for meshes
of different sizes is measured. For these tests, unstructured meshes of sizes
starting from 10,000 and doubling each time up to 640,000 control volumes
are created. The inner domains are filled with tetrahedra and pyramids are
used at the boundaries. Table 5.1 shows the timing results and the number of iterations at the fine mesh level. Figure 5.2 (top) depicts the timing
results and figure 5.2 (bottom) shows same results when the data on both
axis are normalized by the largest value. As the figures show, there is a 1:1
relation between mesh size and normalized times and hence the unstructured
mesh data structure is comprehensive, i.e. the time to obtain connectivity
information is constant and does not scale with growth in mesh size.
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Figure 5.2: Time per iteration results for unstructured meshes of different
sizes (top) and equivalent graph with normalized axis (bottom)
5.1.1.2

Scalability test of the unstructured multigrid data structure

To perform the ACM tests, sets of unstructured and structured grids with
element numbers ranging from 100,000 to 6,400,000 are created. The size of
the grids double from one to the next, and so, 7 grids per set are created.
The maximum number of multigrid levels is achieved when the number of
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elements in the coarsest level is of order 1. The unstructured meshes are
filled with tetrahedra in the inner domain and pyramids on boundary. This
ensures that unstructured and structured meshes of the same size have the
same surface meshes.

(a) Structured Mesh on CPU

(b) Structured Mesh on GPU

(c) Unstructured Mesh on CPU

(d) Unstructured Mesh on GPU

Figure 5.3: Timing results of the test problem with multigrid solver turned
on for meshes of different sizes

Timing results for solving the test problem on different sizes of structured
and unstructured grids when using one CPU thread or one GPU device is
shown in figure 5.3. All the graphs show nearly linear increase in time as the
grid size grows which confirms the scalability of the unstructured and struc121

Figure 5.4: Relative speedup of the GPU over CPU for unstructured (orange)
and structured (blue) meshes.
tured data structures. It should be reminded that performance of multigrid
methods will eventually deteriorate as the grid size is increased further. This
is mainly due to the increased number of multigrid levels in very large grids
which require further smoothing, prolongation and restriction operations.
In such applications, use of improved multigrid cycles such as F-cycles and
choice of enhanced smoothers will delay the decrease in performance.
Based on the timing information, GPU speedup over CPU is obtained
which is depicted in figure 5.4. This figure indicates that the structured
problems perform much better than the unstructured problems on the GPU
devices as the grid size grows. This is expected since the scattered memory
access of the unstructured problems slows GPU performance while aligned
memory access of the structured problems allow maximizing the throughput.
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Despite the poorer performance of unstructured grids compared to structured
meshes on GPUs, they still show more than 10 fold speedup which is very
interesting for practical problems where unstructured grids have to be used
due to topological and geometrical complication of the problem domain.

5.1.2

Time serial simulation of 2D vortex shedding

In this subsection, 2D vortex shedding at Reynolds number of 200 is used
to validate the solution methods of unsteady problems. Fluid properties
in this test are ρ = 1kg/m3 , µ = 0.001P a.s with incident flow velocity of
U∞ = 2m/s. The cylinder diameter is L = 0.1m. The Strouhal number at
this Reynolds number is 0.2 [68] which then from the relation

St = f.L/U∞

(5.2)

a shedding frequency of f = 4Hz is expected. A time step of dt = 0.0025s
is chosen to have a sampling frequency of 100 samples per shedding period.
Using a 2nd order method to discretize the transient term in the momentum
equation and SIMPLEC pressure-velocity coupling, the power spectrum of
the lift force on the cylinder is obtained as shown in the graph 5.5. The total
simulation time for this problem was 10 seconds which gave enough samples
to determine this number with an accuracy of δf = 0.1Hz. As the frequency
spectrum in figure 5.5 indicates, the shedding frequency is correctly captured
which yields a Strouhal number of 0.197 that compares very well with 0.2 of
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Figure 5.5: Power spectrum of the lift force on a cylinder at Re=200.
the experiment[68].

5.2

Verification of the parareal solution method

This section presents tests to verify the solution methods employed to execute
time-parallel simulations of unsteady flow problems. In the first part, 2D
vortex shedding from a cylinder at Re=200 is performed to compare the
solution with the time-serial solution presented in the last section. Following
that, 3D vortex shedding at Re=50K is used to verify the proposed techniques
in time-parallel solution of unsteady turbulent flow problems.
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of the lift force prediction on a cylinder in 2D vortex
shedding at Re=200, comparing four parareal iteration solutions with the
time-serial solution.

5.2.1

Parareal simulation of 2D vortex shedding at
Re=200

The problem setting in this simulation matches the settings in subsection
5.1.2 except that now the parareal method is employed to execute this problem in a time-parallel fashion. While the time step of the fine propagator is
similar to the prior time-serial simulation, the time step of the coarse prop-
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Figure 5.7: Power spectrum of the lift force on a cylinder in parareal simulation of 2D vortex shedding at Re=200.
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agator is chosen to be 5 times larger. Also the coarse propagator is allowed
to perform fewer outer coefficient loops compared to the fine propagator (3
coefficient iterations versus 5 for the fine propagator). These settings provide
a coarse propagator that is more than 8 times faster than the fine propagator. This simulation consists of 80 windows each running 5 fine propagators
in parallel. A total of 4 parareal iterations are taken per window. Figure
5.6 shows the lift force as a function of time for each iteration. Also in this
figure, prediction of the lift force using time-serial method is presented for
the sake of comparison with time-parallel solutions in different iterations. It
is observed that parareal predictor-corrector machinery accelerates initialization process and shortens the path to convergence significantly compared to
the time-serial solution.
Figure 5.7 shows the power spectrum of lift on the cylinder for each parareal
iteration. It is clear that the main frequency is captured accurately in the
first iteration and during later iterations noise is reduced in the spectrum.
This simulation is conducted to verify the correctness of implementation and
correctness of solution where parareal is expected to perform successfully
according to theory.

5.2.2

Vortex shedding at Re = 50K

This simulation involves 3D vortex shedding from a cylinder of diameter 0.1m
with side walls at an incident 0.5m/s velocity and Reynolds number of 50,000.
A coarse 0.5 million element coarse grid (which is a structured agglomeration)
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and a 4 million element fine grid are employed. The time step of the coarse
propagator is dtc = 0.025s and the time step of the fine propagator is dtf =
0.005s. So the coarse propagator is approximately 8 × 5 = 40 times faster
than a fine propagator, although in practice it is observed that the coarse
propagator is about half of this approximation faster, i.e. 20 times, than the
fine propagator. This is due to the differences in the required outer and inner
loop iterations. A total of 10 fine propagators and a single coarse propagator
are launched. This simulation was started from a coarse solution at t = 5s
which in turn was started from a uniform velocity field at t = 0s. With the
final time being tf = 10s, the 5 second parareal problem time is split into
2 windows each of which consists of 10 time intervals. Consequently each
interval has a length of ∆T = 0.25s which contain 5 coarse and 25 fine time
steps.
Two points ‘MP 1,2’ were used to monitor the values of the different fields.
These points are located at 5 cylinder diameters downstream in the wake of
the cylinder, a quarter and half cylinder width from the side wall correspondingly. Figure 5.8a and 5.8b show the final solution at t = 10s. In this
simulation, the DES turbulent model was used to simulate turbulent flow
features. The blending factor was set to αb = 1 in this problem. A total of 5
parareal iterations were performed in each window before moving on to the
next window.
Figure 5.9 shows the turbulent viscosity, pressure, x and y component of
velocity fields at the monitoring point ‘MP-2’. As the images illustrate, all
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(a) XY plane view

(b) XZ plane view

Figure 5.8: Velocity field magnitude at the end of parareal solution for a
vortex shedding from a cylinder at Re = 50K.
iterations within each window of the simulation(each 2.5s) coincide at the
beginning of the window but diverge further towards the end. On the other
hand, they converge again at higher iteration numbers such that there is very
small difference between the 4th and 5th iterations.
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(a) Turbulent Viscosity

(b) Pressure

Figure 5.9: Turbulent viscosity, Pressure fields at MP-2 during the parareal
solution for the vortex shedding from a cylinder using DES-SST model with
αb = 1.0 at Re = 50K.
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(c) Velocity X

(d) Velocity Y

Figure 5.9: x and y component of Velocity fields at MP-2 during the parareal
solution for the vortex shedding from a cylinder using DES-SST model with
αb = 1.0 at Re = 50K.(cont.)
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Figure 5.10: Gant chart showing the scheduling and overlap of different propagators for the vortex shedding simulation.(Image created by Jedule schedule
visualization utility software.[39])

Figure 5.10 shows the overlap of the different propagators in reference
to wall clock time. The processors in this picture represent the different
propagators with zero pointing to the coarse propagator. The numbers in
process boxes represent the time interval number which ranges from 1 to 20
with each ten residing in one window. As can be seen, there are 2 windows
that run one after another using the same resources. The distributed task
scheduling allows as much overlap as possible. It is observed that the process
lengths(representative of wall clock time) are different for same type of propagator for same period of simulation time. This is an indicator of the fact
that the implicit solver, employed in the inner loop, takes different number
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of iterations to fulfill the convergence criteria and different number of outer
loop iterations are taken to achieve global targets per each time steps.

5.2.3

Effect of windowing and blending on convergence

Two sets of simulations were performed to demonstrate the stabilizing effect
of the windowing and blending coefficient adjustment for turbulence filter
size. A vortex shedding from a cylinder with the same physical properties
as the previous simulation was considered. In these simulations though, an
8M fine grid and a 1M coarse grid(that is a structured agglomeration of the
fine grid) with time steps of 0.004s and 0.02s were employed by the fine and
the coarse propagators, respectively. These simulations again start from the
solution of a coarse propagator at t = 5s. A fixed number of 7 iterations
with total 10 fine propagators was performed. The number of windows and
blending factor were then varied while strong and statistical convergence
measures were monitored according to the discussion in section 4.4.
First, to demonstrate the effect of window size (which corresponds to a
particular time slice length) on convergence, three simulations with 1, 2 and 5
windows that form a 0.5s, 0.24s and 0.1s time slices were performed. In these
simulations, the blending coefficient had the fixed value of αb = 0. Strong
and statistical convergence criteria for different fields were then monitored
from one iteration to another.
Figures 5.11 show these results at MP-1. These figures indicate that while
both statistical and strong convergence are good for 2 and 5 window cases
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the 1 window case converges with a much slower rate. The 5 window case
gives the best convergence but it is more expensive communication wise than
the 2 window case while not improving convergence significantly. Hence a 2
window solution would be the best choice for both speed and convergence.
It is observed that increasing the number of windows, and consequent
reduction in the size of the parareal time slices, the error drops faster. Using
a larger number of windows comes with a higher cost of data transfer and
data interpolation and filtering between the two grid systems. Adjusting and
optimizing the number of windows allows better convergence with the given
resources for solving a given simulation time.
Next the effect of adjusting the blending coefficient of the turbulence filter
on convergence is studied. The number of windows is set to 5 to have the best
convergence, as discussed above. Simulations are run with blending factors
of 0, 0.5 and 1. The strong and statistical convergence for different fields are
shown at the monitoring point MP-2 in figure 5.14. As expected, choosing
a smaller blending strengthens the viscous diffusion term and consequently
stabilizes the solution. Use of a coarser filter though should be the last
resort for stabilization since it will restrict the flow from generating finer
flow features.
It is shown that turbulent viscosity for the case with αb = 0 is the highest
while the case with αb = 1.0 has the lowest. Both strong and statistical
convergence criteria show acceptable convergence for αb = 0.0, 0.5 while the
αb = 1.0 case demonstrates slower convergence behavior of all. These results
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show that choosing αb = 0.5 would be the optimum choice for the blending
coefficient that permits convergence while not damping out all the finer details. Of course a final time-serial 3rd stage solution as outlined in section
4.3.1 would be required if fine details are needed.
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(a) Relative change in turbulent viscosity mean

(b) Relative error in turbulent viscosity

Figure 5.11: Convergence measures for the vortex shedding from a cylinder
using DES-SST turbulence model with different number of windows at Re =
50K(αb = 0). These data are collected at MP-1.
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(c) Relative change in pressure mean

(d) Relative change in pressure standard deviation

Figure 5.11: Convergence measures for the vortex shedding from a cylinder
using DES-SST turbulence model with different number of windows at Re =
50K(αb = 0). These data are collected at MP-1.
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(e) Relative change in velocity X mean

(f) Relative error in velocity X

Figure 5.11: Convergence measures for the vortex shedding from a cylinder
using DES-SST turbulence model with different number of windows at Re =
50K(αb = 0). These data are collected at MP-1.
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(a) Turbulent viscosity mean

(b) Relative error velocity X

Figure 5.12: Convergence measures for the vortex shedding from a cylinder
using DES-SST turbulence model with αb = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 at Re = 50K for
different iterations in a 5 window parareal simulation. These data are collected at MP-2. Mean of turbulent viscosity is shown to illustrate the effect
of filter size on viscosity levels at different blending factors.
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(a) Relative change in pressure mean

(b) Relative change in velocity X mean

Figure 5.13: Convergence measures for the vortex shedding from a cylinder
using DES-SST turbulence model with αb = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 at Re = 50K for different iterations in a 5 window parareal simulation. These data are collected
at MP-2.
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(a) Relative change in pressure standard deviation

(b) Relative change in velocity X standard deviation

Figure 5.14: Convergence measures for the vortex shedding from a cylinder
using DES-SST turbulence model with αb = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 at Re = 50K for different iterations in a 5 window parareal simulation. These data are collected
at MP-2.
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5.3

Environmental flow problems

The first application of PA for acceleration of real world problems was executed on the tidal flow simulations in the bay of Fundy. Figure 5.15 shows
interesting sites for harnessing tidal flow energy. Minas Passage and Grand
Passage are the two sites that PA was used to accelerate hydrodynamic simulation of two statistically stationary problems. These type of problems although highly unsteady, they possess steady statistical flow properties. Here
parareal goal is to accelerate initialization and arrival to the final converged
statistics.

5.3.1

Grand Passage tidal flow

In the next simulation, a tidal flow problem under ebb conditions in the
Grand Passage region near the mouth of the bay of Fundy(at the south west
shore of Nova Scotia, Canada) is considered. This region is very interesting
for tidal energy research and development. CFD simulations are conducted
to assess hydrodynamic forces that might be present on possible tidal turbine sites. Also the power output of these turbines can be estimated using
these techniques. These simulations are very time consuming and using any
technique such as parareal to speedup the process is appealing and would
allow CFD to better fit in as a part of the design process.
Figure 5.16 shows velocity field magnitude in this region(at z = −5m below the ocean surface) and a possible tidal turbine site denoted as ‘Berth-A’.
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Figure 5.15: Interesting sites for tidal energy research in the bay of Fundy
In this simulation, both coarse and fine grids have the same size of 3 million
elements. Coarse and fine time step sizes are 2 and 0.2 seconds respectively. The same computational resources as the cylinder simulation were
employed in this case. The wash-through time for this simulation is roughly
1000 seconds with stage 1 and 2 each carried out for respectively 2 and 1
wash-through time periods. Consequently the parareal solution (stage 2) was
initialized from a coarse solution (stage 1) at t=2000 seconds and ran until
3000 seconds. Five windows each having a length of 200 seconds containing
10 time intervals with an interval length of 20 seconds was executed. Each
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Figure 5.16: Tidal flow problem under ebb conditions in the Grand Passage
region(NS, Canada). Berth A candidate site is indicated above. (z = −5m
below the surface)

interval contained 10 coarse and 100 fine time steps respectively. The inlet
velocity profile was obtained from the FVCOM database[14] which was then
further perturbed using a synthetic turbulence model. These perturbations
are time dependent which makes it especially critical that all propagators
acquire the same inlet conditions at all times. Details of this methodology is
described in [70][71].
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Figure 5.17: Gant chart showing the scheduling and overlap of different propagators for the tidal flow problem.(Image created by Jedule schedule visualization utility software.[39])

Figure 5.17 shows the scheduling of different processes in this simulation.
5 windows can be seen with 5 rows of iteration per window. Same as the
vortex shedding from a cylinder simulation, the turbulent viscosity, x and y
component of velocity are observed at a monitoring point site ‘Berth-A’. The
DES turbulence model was employed to close the set of partial differential
equations. A graph of a selected fields is presented in figure 5.18 at the
‘Berth-A’ monitoring point site.
The statistical evolution of the problem is shown in figure 5.19. This figure
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(a) Turbulent viscosity

(b) X component of velocity field

(c) Y component of velocity field

Figure 5.18: Different field values at the ‘Berth-A’ monitoring point site
during the parareal solution.
shows how the mean of the fields change per window and from one window
to another. Both figure 5.18 and 5.19 show how fast the fields are reaching
convergence. Typically after 3 iterations, no big corrections are introduced.
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(a) Mean turbulent viscosity

(b) Mean pressure

(c) Mean of X component of velocity field

(d) Mean of Y component of velocity field

Figure 5.19: Evolution of the means of selected field values at the ‘Berth-A’
monitoring point site during the parareal solution at different iterations.
This allows minimal use of parareal iterations to reach a maximum speedup
of 2.5 with 3 iterations per window.
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5.3.2

Minas Passage tidal flow

The Minas Passage is world famous for its strong tides. In the next problem,
an active region in the middle of the Minas Passage is chosen for hydrodynamic simulation. Inlet velocity profile is obtained from FVCOM database
and as in the previous simulation it is superimposed with the velocity perturbations produced by the Synthetic Turbulence model. This makes inlets
time dependent as the velocity perturbations are a function of time. Fine
grid control volumes are approximately 2M×2M while maintaining 50 layers
in the depth direction which produces a 25M mesh size. 2-fold coarsening in
each direction produces a roughly 3M size coarse grid. Figure 5.20 shows the
spatial domain of the problem. Figure 5.20a indicates two sites for monitoring data, and from hereafter point B is the focus. Figure 5.20b also gives an
idea of the sea floor features that is dealt with in this problem.
The coarse and fine time step are chosen to be 0.5 sec and 0.1 sec respectively. Having a wash-through time period of 1000 sec, stage 1,2 and 3 are
1,3 and 1 wash-through periods long. Based on performance and stability
considerations, a window size of 500 sec was chosen. Consequently 2, 6 and
2 windows per stages 1-3 are performed. In stage 2, windows with 3 parareal
iterations are performed with a blending coefficient of 0.75.
Since a blending coefficient of 0.75 is chosen for stability a final third stage
is necessary to obtain the same statistics as the time-serial solution. As a
consequence of this decision and since the DES turbulence model is employed,
it is expected that the turbulent viscosity levels will drop from stage 1 to 3.
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(a) Domain and position of monitoring points

(b) Bathymetry and the depth of the domain at 0.6M tide

Figure 5.20: Domain of the Minas Passage geometry
This is verified by observing the values of the turbulent viscosity field at the
end of each stage provided in figure 5.21.
The velocity field magnitude at the end of the three stages is also depicted
in figure 5.22. From the two subsequent figures, it can be observed that finer
flow features are being developed at the end of each stage. This transitional
behavior is the goal of the multi-stage approach that employs PA as the
bridge between coarse and fine grid solutions.
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Instantaneous velocity magnitude and turbulent viscosity in Berth B are
shown in figure 5.23.
Taking mean as the statistical convergence criterion, evolution of mean of
velocity magnitude and turbulent kinetic energy as a function of windows
can be compared to the time serial statistics in figure 5.24.
It can be observed that statistical mean values of the fields approach that
of time serial as the windows progress. The number of windows that it
takes the multi-stage solution(i.e. 10 windows) to reach the time-serial solution values(i.e. 6 windows) is higher but it should be considered that the
parareal and the 1st stages are much faster than the equivalent time-serial
fine stage window solution. With that consideration, the multi-stage solution yields a 2.4X speedup. This speedup can be calculated based on the
runtime information provided in table 5.2. A 6 windows fine time serial
simulation (starting from initial values) took approximately 870K seconds
while the whole 10 window multi-stage simulation according to this table
took 6K × 2 + 8.5K × 3 × 6 + 100K × 2 = 365K seconds. Total speedup
hence, can be calculated to 870/365 ≈ 2.4.
It should be noted that implicit solver works harder when there is imbalances in the conservative fields. This explains the inconsistency in the timing
values. For instance a fine solution iteration timing for a whole window takes
8.5K ×20 = 170K seconds which is much higher than an approximately 100K
seconds of a fine time-serial solution in stage 3. This originates from the nonconservative corrections that is added to initial values in the parareal solution
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Table 5.2: Runtime information
stage
1
2
3

parallelism
time-serial,spatial
parareal,spatial
time-serial,spatial

grid
3M†
3M† ,25M‡
25M‡

Win No.
2
6
2

interval/win
1
20
1

sim.time./interval (S)
6000
380† ,8500‡
100000
†
:coarse propagator
‡
:fine propagator

which then results in more inner loop iterations and higher simulation time
per time step.
The environmental flow problems discussed in this section are examples of
very unsteady and dynamic flows and parameters should be setup in a conservative manner to obtain moderate speedup gain. In the many simulations
that were conducted, while coarse grid for the coarse propagator was stable
for the Minas Passage case, no coarse and fine grid combination provided a
stable parareal solution in the Grand Passage simulation. Solution to the
latter case was only possible through use of same grid for both coarse and
fine propagators. It can be concluded that for these kind of problems using
small scale parareal solutions (i.e. with few fine propagators and a coarse
propagator that is marginally faster) provides a stable solution that can yield
moderate speedup.
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(a) End of Stage 1

(b) End of Stage 2

(c) End of Stage 3

Figure 5.21: Turbulent viscosity levels at the end of 3 stages at -45M depth.
High turbulent viscosity at the two inlets(bottom and right edges) is due to
the fact that in the DES model the inlet conditions use turbulent viscosity
that is predicted by the RANS model but Strelet’s DES model immediately
activates and adjusts those values to LES values.
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(a) End of Stage 1

(b) End of Stage 2

(c) End of Stage 3

Figure 5.22: Velocity magnitude at the end of 3 stages in -45M depth
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(a) Velocity magnitude

(b) Turbulent viscosity

Figure 5.23: Velocity magnitude and turbulent viscosity as a function of time
in Berth B at -45M depth
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(a) Velocity magnitude

(b) Turbulent kinetic energy

Figure 5.24: Evolution of mean statistics as compared to time serial answer.
The time-serial and multi-stage parareal solution curves end after total 6
and 10 window counts respectively which is due to the fact that they take
different numerical paths to reach same final statistical values.
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5.4

Incident flow on a submarine

In this section, application of PA to an external flow problem is investigated.
In this case, incident flow at a 10 degree angle on a fully appended submarine is simulated. Unlike the previous examples, this problem has a close
to steady-state solution which helps parareal simulation since sensitivity of
the problem to a choice of time step is reduced significantly. This problem
still has a very high Reynolds number with very sensitive boundary layer
physics that challenges stability of PA. The scaled submarine length is 3.82
m which at 3 m/s free stream flow velocity gives a Reynolds number equal
to 11,760,000.
Flow field is initialized with the free stream velocity in this problem. Same
4.5M grid with a time step of 0.005 s and 0.001 s was used for coarse and
fine propagators respectively. Each propagator employed 6 CPU threads
and 1 GPU with a total number of 6 propagators. The parareal simulation
initialized from a time-serial coarse propagator solution and ran for 1.5 second
simulation time consisting of 12 windows with 2 parareal iterations which
yield a 2.5-fold speedup compared to the time-serial simulation using a fine
propagator setup.
Figure 5.25 shows the submarine geometry with pressure field on its surface. Flow field monitoring point locations are also shown in this figure.

Figures 5.26, 5.27 and 5.28 show the velocity magnitude, pressure and
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Figure 5.25: Submarine geometry with pressure field on its surface. Three
flow field monitoring point locations MP1,MP2 and MP3 are also indicated.
turbulent viscosity fields at the end of this simulation on the z-x(top) and
y-x(bottom) planes.
Each parareal window in this simulation is T = 0.125s consisting of 5 time
slices with 5 and 25 time steps per time slice for coarse and fine propagators
respectively. Evolution of flow field values are monitored on the mentioned
monitoring points along with the integral force on the surface of the submarine. This information helps analyzing convergence of the solution.
Figure 5.29 shows the evolution of hydrodynamic forces that are exerted on
the submarine during the parareal simulation. In the first window, parareal
has trouble converging but as the mass imbalance drops and momentum
conservation is established forces begin to show better convergence.
Figure 5.30 is also showing the evolution of pressure values on MP1. Both
subsequent figures indicate a trend towards a singular value which is expected
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(a) z-x plane

(b) y-x plane

Figure 5.26: Velocity magnitude field at the end of parareal simulation of
incident flow at 10 deg incidence angle on a submarine.
due to the existence of a steady-state answer to the flow conditions in this
particular problem.
External flow problems as such where most of the flow physics is determined by the boundary layers are type of problems that parareal at its current
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(a) z-x plane

(b) y-x plane

Figure 5.27: Pressure field at the end of parareal simulation of incident flow
at 10 deg incidence angle on a submarine.
state is not a very suitable numerical method to gain speedup. Especially as
more accurate solutions are sought via use of high resolution in the boundary
layers parareal performance degrades to the extent that instabilities domi-
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(a) z-x plane

(b) y-x plane

Figure 5.28: Turbulent viscosity field at the end of parareal simulation of
incident flow at 10 deg incidence angle on a submarine.
nate and a convergent solution becomes impossible. This shortcoming can
be attributed to the highly nonlinear physics that is predominant in those
regions of the flow and parareal being a linear numerical method, is not well
suited to handle such a type of situations. Consequently, parareal correction
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Figure 5.29: Magnitude of hydrodynamic forces applied to the submarine
surface as a function of time.

(a) Pressure

Figure 5.30: Pressure on MP1 as a function of time.
based on the predictor-corrector method introduces perturbations that lead
to instabilities that grow exponentially and cause divergence of the method.
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More research and improvements are needed to obtain time parallel methods
that are suitable for this type of problems.

5.5

Air conditioning in a concert hall

Figure 5.31: Geometry of the concert hall. Stage on the right, audience
seating and balcony at the upper left (courtesy of Envenio Inc.)
In this simulation, application of PA in a heat, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) of a concert hall is investigated. The geometry is based
on the Calouste Gubenkian Foundation Concert Hall in Lisbon Portugal [49]
and is depicted in figure 5.31.
This application employs solution of mass, momentum, energy and URANSSST turbulence model equations. Non-linear effects in the flow field are
present but are well behaved and as a result parareal performs ideally. Air
flows into the domain from the bottom through three regions at 0.07 m/s and
temperatures of 19◦ C. The audience is modeled as rough surfaces generating
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heat at a temperature of 37◦ C. Smooth wall boundary condition encloses the
physical domain that are kept at 20◦ C. Seven outlets on the ceiling, 6 with
fixed mass flow rate boundary conditions and one with a specified pressure
condition, produce a well posed Poisson equation for the pressure correction.
Optimal air flow and conditioning is the goal of this type of simulations.
Having this knowledge from previous optimizations, the goal is achieved by
setting a flow rate equivalent to 0.1 m/s at the 6 mass flow rate outlets.
The same spatial grid size of 1.3M elements are used in the coarse and
fine propagators of the parareal simulation. This is an example of a problem
where spatial parallelization on multiple GPU accelerators is not efficient due
to the smaller size of the problem. This is due to the fact that GPUs perform
better at higher throughputs. On the other hand, since the solution requires
lengthy unsteady simulations, parareal is a good candidate for parallelization.
Coarse time step of 1 s and fine time step of 0.1 s are chosen. The number of
fine propagators equal 5 and 100 windows of parareal simulations span the
simulation time of 1000s.
Figure 5.32 shows the velocity magnitude and temperature fields at the
end of this simulation. Multiple monitor points in the domain gather data
for analyzing convergence. These points are situated in the middle aisle.
Figure 5.33 depicts temperature evolution in time at one of such points.
The plot indicates convergence within 2 iterations making PA a very efficient way to speed up the simulation. In these type of problems where the
spatial resolution is low, use of more GPU resources would not yield much
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(a) Velocity Magnitude

(b) Temperature

Figure 5.32: Final Velocity and Temperature contours of the parareal simulation of a concerthall.
benefit since spatial parallelization methods reach saturation very quickly.
On the other hand, several propagators can fit into one GPU device to uti164

Figure 5.33: Temperature evolution at monitoring point in the middle aisle.
lize them to their full capacity and consequently PA allows an efficient way
of using few GPU resources. The 6 propagators of this simulation are run on
only 3 Nvidia K80 GPUs to obtain a 3X speedup compared to a time serial
solution.
HVAC problems is an area that can benefit from parareal simulation methods both to utilize GPU accelerators efficiently and to speedup solution without compromising accuracy.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
Linearity of the operator
As mentioned in the literature, PA performs sub-optimally when employed
to solve equations in highly non-linear regimes, e.g. high Reynolds number
flow problems. This is expected because PA is a linear method that calculates a correction based on prior estimates to improve the predictions of
solutions in an iterative manner. This is achieved via two time integrators,
i.e. coarse(Ĉ) and fine(F̂ ) propagators. Now for a prediction φ and correction δφ, if F̂ (φ + δφ) and/or Ĉ(φ + δφ) strongly deviate from the linearity
criterion for a subset of parareal setup parameters the method will not be
convergent. So the question of feasibility of PA for a particular application
is equivalent to finding a subset of parareal parameter space for which problem exhibits near linear behavior. For instance, this might require using a
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time-step smaller than a time-step of a time-serial solution which will then
make PA not interesting to accelerate the computation of that problem. In
this work, the parameter space of parareal setup has expanded to
1. coarse and fine propagator time steps
2. coarse and fine propagator grids
3. blended turbulent filter
4. windowing technique
5. under-relaxation of correction based on wall distance.
The attempt to find a subset of parameter space where problem shows
linear behavior can be challenging if it exists at all. This issue is further
complicated when multiple sets of equations are strongly coupled. Despite
these difficulties, parareal solution of select cases in domains such as environmental flows, external hydrodynamic and heat transfer problems were
successfully executed in this thesis. The above mentioned setting parameters, although perhaps not yet totally explored, are effective in obtaining a
parareal solution at least in a provisionary sense.

The continuity constraint
Pressure-velocity coupling methods based on the SIMPLE algorithm are especially sensitive in the incompressible flow regime where pressure is evolved
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by solving a pressure correction equation, solution of which introduces a correction for the velocity field to diminish its divergence. The efficiency of a
pressure-velocity coupling algorithm in removing the divergence of velocity
field is consequential for PA simulation of incompressible flow problems. If
the coupling fails to remove velocity divergence in one propagator(e.g. coarse
propagator solution), that would end up as source term for pressure equation
within the other fine propagators solution. This deficiency in the coupling
algorithm then leads to pressure responses that amplify as the time-step becomes smaller. Hence bigger impulses are observed when initializing fine
propagator solutions. This impulsive pressure response was shown in section
3.2 and adjustment of coarse and fine propagator solvers to the same threshold levels to minimize this effect was emphasized to improve it in section
4.1.2. Not dealing with this phenomena would lead to disturbance of fine
propagator solution which would divert the path of fine and coarse solution
in such a way that they go out of sync which will render parareal corrections
useless. This problem gets worse with increase of grid resolution because
solvers need to work harder to converge. Incomplete convergence per timestep will lead to accumulation of imbalances/errors and lead to significant
divergence of coarse and fine propagator solutions from each other. Therefore an emphasis on strong convergence for each propagator is essential. The
numerical methods for the single propagator solution need to be well tested
and validated to support a parareal solution approach.
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Establishing fluid field condition
In the limit that no stable parareal setting can be found for a particular
application, the parareal methodology can be employed to improve the initial
conditions. Simulations more often start from rough and unphysical initial
values so the multi-stage method is explained in section 4.3.1 to accelerate
path to a converged solution. In this method, parareal is used to bridge
the solution of spatially and temporally coarse time-serial simulation to a
spatially and temporally fine one. Using this method, the accuracy of the
predictions are increased gradually as the stages progress. This multi-stage
method varies the spatial and temporal discretization and parallelizes the
problem in space and time. This may be the only practical application of
parareal for very high Re LES simulations as found in the environmental flow
context.

Grid dependent fields
Interpolation methods that are employed to project field values from one grid
to another should be optimized to conserve mass, momentum and other conservative properties of the flows to avoid/reduce interpolation induced errors.
In section 3.3.4, coarse grid construction through agglomeration of fine grid
is proposed that allows improved mass-conserving interpolation. Another
issue that arises when employing different spatial discretization for coarse
and fine propagators is the dependence of some fields on the grid resolution.
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Magnitude of some fields such as turbulent kinetic energy in the DES model
depends on the grid resolution. In this work, a spatial filter that is a blend
of the coarse and fine grids is proposed in section 4.3 to resolve the grid
dependence issue of turbulence model field values. The blending factor used
within this filter can be tuned for accuracy or stability. In the high Re LES
problems, where multi-stage method is employed, tuning the blending factor
for higher stability further facilitates a convergent provisionary solution.
Hydrodynamic simulations are very sensitive to errors in the flow fields
close to wall boundary conditions which might cause unwanted and unphysical separation of flow if not managed properly. Parareal corrections may
cause problems of this type in the close to wall regions. This problem was
discussed in section 4.1.1 and relaxation of parareal corrections close to walls
is prescribed to control the perturbations. In this approach, normalization
parameter based on the solution of the wall distance equation is used. This
relaxation method allows parareal solution of external hydrodynamic simulations such as incident flow on a submarine that relies on accurate near
wall resolution. Relaxation helps stability of the problem but might reduce
convergence rate so these parameters need to be optimized for best results.
Proper choice of the relaxation parameters within the multi-stage solution
of practical external flow problems can significantly reduce their simulation
time.
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Propagation of errors
Predictive-corrector methods are susceptible to the issue of amplification of
numerical errors which parareal is no exception. Errors in the numerical
calculations should stay well below the magnitude of corrections to have
effective parareal iterations. This issue gets more severe in high resolution
problems and in geometries that grid resolution varies significantly within the
domain. These errors are generated and transported through and out of the
domain and need to stay low so it does not overwhelm parareal corrections.
Controlling error levels are more critical in parareal simulations that employ
different coarse and fine grids for spatial discretization of respectively coarse
and fine propagators.
This leads to the important fact, pointed out in 4.1.2, that coarse and fine
propagator system has to be converged to a same level of accuracy to avoid
the above mentioned issues. This level has to be such that error to correction magnitude stays low enough for the method to be convergent. This is
also referred to as noise to signal ratio and is an integral part of convergence
analysis and control in complicated parareal simulations. This implies that
during the transient simulations within the coarse and fine schemes the inner and outer iterations in each time step has to continue so the error in
the field values fall below a consistent level. Mass, momentum and energy
should be conserved with the same threshold for error. Conventional solver
setting methods that focus on performance of a singular propagator solution
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is not compatible with parareal. Convergence monitoring and solver setup
should take the convergence status of all participant parareal propagators
into account to be able to properly handle error to correction ratio. Failing
to enforce this leads to incorrect parareal corrections and errors that amplify
and finally lead to divergence. Use of proper numerical precision, i.e. single,
hybrid or double, is a fundamental part of this.

Recommendation for PA application
The explained techniques in this thesis to obtain temporal parallelism using
the parareal algorithm, is recommended for simulation of following types of
applications.
• In many unsteady CFD problems, small grids can sufficiently capture
spatial complexities of certain physical phenomena. Particularly, cases
that are simulated over a long time, will benefit from temporal parallelism. Furthermore, when solving these kind of (spatially small)
problems using GPU co-processors, PA would allow a more efficient
utilization of the resources.
• Problems such as the environmental flow cases presented in the previous chapter have statistically stationary solutions. More often there
are no proper initial values available for these cases and simulations are
required to run long enough to remove the artifacts of the inaccurate
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initial values. In such problems, using multi-stage method significantly
shortens the path to establish statistical convergence by quick development of proper initial values.
• Many practical CFD applications consist of solving multiple coupled,
nearly linear, time-dependent equations. Application of the parareal
method for simulation of this type of multi-physics problems is recommended.
It is reasonable that, improving the methodologies explored in this thesis, and resolution of the revealed technical issues, will expand the range of
applications that can employ time-parallel methods.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
This thesis was formulated to incorporate PA time parallelization framework
with the general purpose CFD software EXN/Aero which employs common
practice FVM for solution of CFD applications. This endeavor started by
black-boxing the fundamental libraries of the software and defining propagators which participate in the parareal predictor corrector method to obtain
a space-time parallel solution of fluid flow problems.
As the first goal of this thesis, the scalability of the spatial parallelism
within each propagator was optimized by introduction of efficient data-structures.
OpenMP task parallelism and GPU acceleration methods are used per each
propagator to exploit the spatial parallelism exposed by the domain decomposition techniques. Then as a second objective of this work, an MPI communicator is designed to schedule individual propagator launches that allow
maximal asynchronous solution and which is optimized for least commu-
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nication and data-transfer. This hybrid hierarchical parallel programming
paradigm is specifically suited for keeping recent heterogeneous computational resources busy.
Once the foundational pieces of the software was put together, this spacetime parallel method is used to solve multiple problems in CFD domains such
as environmental flows, external hydrodynamics and heat transfer. Application of the method to unsteady flow problems that employ URANS turbulence models is verified using vortex shedding from a cylinder at Reynolds
number of 50000. The method was then applied to more complex cases involving heating-ventilation-air-conditioning (HVAC) of a theater and very
high Reynolds number environmental flow problem in a tidal energy site. In
these cases, it is demonstrated that the added turbulent viscosity introduced
by the URANS turbulence models improves the stability of PA and allows a
convergent and temporally accelerated solution.
PA application for URANS solution of unsteady HVAC problems is especially interesting because problems of this type (which involve the solution
of mass, momentum, energy and URANS turbulence model system of equations) are widespread and this thesis demonstrated good performance for the
selected case. Furthermore, the combination of low cost GPU computations
with parareal for these long running unsteady flows, makes HPC far more
accessible for the HVAC industry.
Use of coarser grid in the spatial discretization of the coarse propagator
for gains in speed and stability of PA was explored in this work. Agglomera175

tion based coarse grid generation was proposed that allows addition of more
conservative correction fields which in turn makes the PA framework more reliable. Effectiveness of this methodology was demonstrated in the solution of
environmental flow problems such as tidal flow in the Minas Passage region.
Also the issue of grid dependence of some of transport fields such as turbulent
kinetic energy field in the SST-DES model (or more generally LES models)
when using coarse and fine grid systems within PA was brought up and a
special blended filter for resolving this issue was proposed. Contribution of
this filter to convergence of PA was verified in a vortex shedding simulation
and facilitated the solution of tidal flow in the Minas Passage region.
Difficulties are expected in obtaining parareal solution of very high Reynolds
number with highly non-linear boundary layer models (e.g external aerodynamics with flow separation) or well refined LES based environmental flow
problems. Consequently, a fully time-parallel solution at its current state of
development might not be feasible for such problems. In the present work, it
is proposed instead PA can be employed in a multi-stage solution method to
facilitate fast startup for such applications. Complicated near and far field
geometries and lack of conservative initial values and boundary conditions,
common in for example environmental flows, can be solved with a multi-stage
parareal method where a robust coarse solution starts the simulation, then
parareal iterations propagate spatio-temporal information forward allowing
for a final solution in reduced time. The method should be applicable to a
wide range of multi-scale problems.
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While in this work multiple ways to improve the stability and applicability
of PA to CFD problems of practical interest are introduced, there are many
areas that will benefit from further research and development to obtain a
more reliable and universal time-parallel solution methods for unsteady and
transient problems.
Further refinement of the methodologies introduced in this thesis is essential. Unsteady URANS simulations, common in HVAC industries, demonstrate good performance using the parareal methodology. Future research
dedicated to find optimal settings for setup and running such problems would
benefit this type of simulations. Commonly, steady-state solution methods
are used to solve these kind of problems due to their appealing speed. This
is often done ignoring the fact that a steady-state answer might not exist to
the problem. Consequently a quasi steady-state answer would be obtained
by using steady state numerics to solve these problems. A better solution
method would be to obtain time averaged parareal solution which uses accurate unsteady methods that is obtained in a comparable speed to steady
state answers.
A controversial application of parareal would be in steady-state simulations. The path to obtain a steady state answer to a problem is a transient
phenomena and application of parareal to speed up this passage is interesting.
Some steady state solution methods that are commonly referred to as ‘false
transient’ schemes are compatible with the parareal propagators and future
research are encouraged in this domain. This would allow more efficient use
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of GPU resources by increasing the computational throughput.
Multi-stage solution method that is suggested for simulation of practical
high resolution LES based or complex non-linear boundary layer problems,
requires further investigation allocated to find optimal settings of parameters that involve in the solution setup such as window sizes, bending factors,
relaxation parameters. Improving interpolation methods that are more conservative would benefit these types of problems significantly as well.
A main problem that needs future investigations is the ‘propagator solution coordination’ problem. Improvements to the numerical methods that
are used in spatial discretization and temporal integration that is employed
in FVM discretization of each of the involved equations along with enhancements to robustness of the couplings among equations within each propagator
would of course benefit parareal solution. But integration of
1. error monitoring in the construction of the coefficients and
2. convergence checking in the numerical solver routines
within each propagator with the other propagators is consequential to the
success of the parareal solution. This integrated convergence and error monitoring should focus on the whole space-time problem and the single propagator solution must be converged well consistent with other propagator
solutions. Comprehensive studies on this subject is encouraged.
Finally since parareal and time-parallel methods expose large amount of
parallelism and data, there is a need to develop methods to control hard178

ware and numerical errors to better handle runtime exceptions. This task
is more complicated in heterogeneous computational environments and improved run-time models that accommodates different types of architectures
would be helpful.
The steps introduced in this thesis were directed towards obtaining viable
time parallel solution for practical CFD problems. With the ever increasing
availability of high performance computing resources, time-parallel methods
that are more integrated with the spatial parallel methods are predictably
the future for solution of time dependent problems. It has been a privilege
of this work to take part in the incremental effort to reach this goal.
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Appendix A
Additive correction multigrid
In this section Additive Correction Multigrid method is discussed in detail.
A data structure for unstructured meshes that is compatible with multigrid
methods and that is suitable for mixed data solution is presented. Also
since solution of hybrid problems with mixed structured and unstructured
mesh blocks on GPU architectures is being sought, interface operations between neighboring blocks becomes non-trivial. For this reason section 3.3.2
discusses the interface design that is incorporated in EXN/Aero.
Although iterative schemes are suitable for solving large boundary value
problems, their performance drops as the problem matrices grow larger. This
is due to the fact that the number of iterations that is required for the
information to propagate from the boundaries to the inner nodes will grow
exponentially as the matrices become large. Multigrid (MG) methods [66]
have been proposed to resolve this shortcoming of the iterative solvers and
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allow a linear growth in the number of required iterations as the problem size
becomes larger. Multigrid methods achieve this goal by solving the problem
in multiple grid levels where the grids gradually become coarser from the
fine towards the coarsest level. Coarser grids resolve the coarser scales and
contents of the fields more efficiently while the finer ones are efficient in
resolving finer scales.
Algebraic Multigrid Methods(AMG) construct the coefficient matrices of
the coarser grid levels algebraically from the previous finer grid levels in
contrast to geometric multigrid approach where separate grids are employed
for different levels. Geometric multigrid approaches are able to capture the
nonlinearities better because the coefficient matrices are constructed independently but they are slower and the grid generation process and interpolation between the grids are computationally very costly. Algebraic methods
on the other hand are fast and more suitable for compute intensive solutions and specifically ACM as will be indicated are very suitable for solving
conservation equations of fluid dynamic equations.
Additive Correction Multigrid is a variation of aggregation-based AMG
which is specifically designed to preserve the conservation of the fields. This
makes ACM very suitable for Finite Volume Method(FVM) discretization.
In every outer coefficient loop iteration, equation of the form below are constructed for each element in the fine level CV set Ω

ap φ∗p +

X

ap,n φ∗p = bp

with p ∈ Ω with |Ω| = N

n∈nbp
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(A.1)

where φ∗ is the initial guess from previous coefficient loop( or from previous
time step solution in unsteady problems). The set of neighbouring elements
of the element p is denoted by nbp and ap,n denotes the coefficient of element
p at the side adjacent to element n e.g. east, top, etc.. Inner solver iterations
are performed next where ACM is employed within that. The residual at
any inner iteration (i) is given by

rp(i) = ap φ(i)
p +

X

ap,n φ(i)
n − bp

(A.2)

n∈nbp

where φ(0) = φ∗ . ACM setup consists of agglomeration and construction
of the coefficients for the coarse level. ACM constructs the elements in the
coarser levels by agglomerating the elements in the finer mesh level. Based on
the setting of the agglomeration scheme, each coarser level is approximately
a certain times coarser than its finer grid. Hence the maximum number of
multigrid levels can be determined to reach a final level of coarseness from a
given fine mesh grid.
In this work directional agglomeration [50] based on the weighted graph
algorithm [51] is used for the agglomeration of unstructured elements. The directional agglomeration is important in order to relieve the anisotropy which
is introduced by the stretched elements or CVs. Use of stretched CVs is
important for convergence purposes in many fluid dynamic problems e.g. at
boundary layers. Below classical definition of strength of a connection is used
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as the weight to which the direction of agglomeration is determined

sp,n



 1 −ap,n > α. max{∀m ∈ nbp |ap,m }
=

 0 else

(A.3)

where for 3D problems typically α = 0.5. The p and n elements are agglomerated when the sp,n = 1. The seeds or parent elements can be selected
based on Parallel Maximal Independent Set(PMIS)[47] approach. For the
structured data on the other hand structured agglomeration of two or more
elements in each Cartesian direction is used. Although this might affect the
convergence unfavourably but permits maintaining the structured construct
of the grids in the coarser MG levels which would significantly improve GPU
performance. An improved versions of agglomeration techniques have been
proposed in [64] and aggressive coarsening methods are discussed in [73].
Once the coarse level CV set Ωk (k = 0, ..., kmax with k = 0 being the fine
and kmax being the coarsest level) are constructed through an agglomeration
technique the coefficient matrices for the coarse levels can be constructed
according to the definition of the ACM method.

Definition: Denoting the corrected field φ(i+1) in each inner iteration with φ̄
ACM postulates that addition of a correction from coarser level to form the
corrected field, φ̄kp = φkp + φk+1
, inside that set of agglomerated nodes does
[p]k
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not have any residual i.e.
X

X

(akp φ̄kp +

p∈[p]k

akp,n φ̄kn − bkp ) = 0.

(A.4)

n∈nbp

Expanding φ̄ with the above requirement, leads to the equation below for
the correction φk+1 at the coarser level k + 1:
X

ak+1
φk+1
+
q
q

k+1
ak+1
= bk+1
q,n φn
q

(A.5)

n∈nbq

with

bk+1
=
q

X

rpk

(restriction of the residual field)

(A.6a)

p∈[p]k


ak+1
=
q

X

akp −

p∈[p]k

ak+1
=
q,q 0

n∈nbp

X X
p∈[p]k


X

akp,n 

(A.6b)

∩[p]k

akp,n where q ∼ [p]k , q 0 ∼ [p0 ]k .

(A.6c)

n∈[p0 ]k

The second term on the right hand side of eqn. A.6b refers to connecting
coefficients among the nodes inside one agglomeration group while the term
in the right hand side of eqn. A.6c refers to connecting coefficients of boundary nodes of one agglomeration group q with a boundary nodes of neighbor
agglomeration group q 0 . At any level ACM introduces a common correction
φk+1 for a group of elements in level k that lie within the same coarse element
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at level k + 1. The members of this group which is denoted by [p]k ⊂ Ωk
agglomerate to create an element in the immediate coarser level q ∈ Ωk+1 .
So this agglomeration relation can be identified as [p]k ∼ q.

ACM prescribes how to create the coarser coefficients having the coefficients at a given MG level. Solving eqn. A.5 at each multigrid level introduces a correction for the previous finer grid. These cycles of multigrid
corrections start from fine level and then go deeper in the coarser levels a convergence criteria is met then adding corrections to finer levels, ACM solver
finally applies the corrections to the fine level and exits the cycle and ends
an iteration.
ACM solves for the correction field φ0 = φ(i+1) − φ(i) . So after constructing
the coefficients for all the multigrid levels, inner linear solver iterations will
start. In each of the multigrid level k below steps are taken:
1. initialize correction field φ0k = 0
2. perform typically 2 pre-smoothing
3. compute the residual rk
4. restrict the residual to coarse-grid residual rk+1
5. if this is the coarsest level obtain the exact solution of the correction
field otherwise go to the next coarse level
6. apply the correction of the coarser grid to this correction field
196

7. perform typically 8 post-smoothing
An average residual per CV for the whole problem needs to be calculated
to assess the rate of convergence. Calculating average for the whole problem
involves reduction algorithms per blocks and communication across all the
data blocks which makes it computationally costly especially in GPU environments. The residual reduction is done once at the finest MG level at the
beginning of each V-cycle. The average residual per CV at the fine level is
PN 0

denoted by r̄ =

0
p=1 rp
0
N

. Then a residual reduction rate α =

r̄
r̄p

, where r̄p

is the averaged residual from the previous V-cycle, is calculated. Comparing
this rate with a threshold αt (typically 0.5) in the fine level, decision is made
to whether perform a cycle or not. That is if the residual reduction rate is
greater than αt , a V-cycle is triggered otherwise smoothing in the fine level
is performed. The iterations will end when the r̄c at current iteration is an
order of magnitudes smaller than the initial residual r̄0 . Inner loop iterations
convergence logic can be summarized as below


 V-cycle
α > αt

 End Iteration log( r̄0 ) > 10.
r̄c

(A.7)

Unlike other AGM methods, ACM does not perform any restriction on
the actual fields. Restriction is only used for initializing the residuals in the
coarser grid according to A.6a and prolongation is done by simply adding the
correction field in the coarser level to each of the finer CV that constitute that
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coarse CV. This makes ACM a very conservative type of algebraic multigrid
method and a suitable choice for solving Navier-Stokes equation by FVM
discretization. The goal of present study is to demonstrate the value of
using mixed data structure for performance when solving using CPU/GPU
resources. Integral to this is the utilization of efficient data structures, in
particular for unstructured mesh data.
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Appendix B
Extended connectivity and
transformation tables of mesh
data structure
In the following, for the sake of completeness, auxiliary connectivity and
transformation tables that allow adjacency mapping between the elements in
the example geometry of section 3.3.1.1 is given.
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Table B.1: Fine mesh level elelemt vertex connectivity
Section
1:quad
2
2:tri
4

Element
1
2
3
4
5

1
5
6
3
6

Vertices
4 5 2
4 7 8
4 3
4 1
7 4

Boundary Elements↓

3:wall

4:inlet
5:outlet

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
3
8
7
6
5
2

2
1
7
6
3
8
5

Table B.2: Fine grid element local side to neighbor
gs2nb f

Neighbor Half-Sides
Local Side no.

Section no.

Element no.

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2

3

4
5

1
|4, 2 >
|1, 2 >
|5, 3 >
|3, 2 >
|9, 0 >
|1, 4 >
|4, 3 >
|2, 3 >
|5, 1 >
|3, 3 >
|2, 4 >
|1, 3 >
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2
|2, 1 >
|5, 2 >
|4, 1 >
|1, 1 >
|2, 2 >

3
4
|12, 0 > |6, 0 >
|8, 0 > |11, 0 >
|10, 0 >
|7, 0 >
|3, 1 >

Table B.3: Fine grid element local side to global face
gs2s f

Neighbor Half-Sides
Local Side no.

Section no.

Element no.

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2

3

4
5

1
2
12 4
-4 8
7
3
-3 -12
10 -8
-2
-1
-11
-10
-6
-9
-5

3
5
11
6
1
-7

4
2
9

Table B.4: Coarse level element local side to neighbor
gs2nb c

Neighbor Half-Sides
Local Side no.

Section no.

Element no.

NA
NA
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4
5

1
2
3
4
|3, 0 > |2, 2 > |6, 0 >
|5, 0 > |1, 2 > |7, 0 > |4, 0 >
|1, 1 >
|2, 4 >
|2, 1 >
|1, 3 >
|2, 3 >
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Table B.5: Coarse lelel element local side to global face
gs2s c

Neighbor Half-Sides
Local Side no.

Section no.

Element no.

NA
NA
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4
5

1 2
2 4
1 -4
-2
-5
-1
-3
-6

3 4
3
6 5

Table B.6: Fine grid side to element array
Table B.7: Coarse level side to element array

s2gs f
Side 1st Half-Sides
1
|4, 3 >
2
|1, 4 >
3
|3, 2 >
4
|1, 2 >
5
|1, 3 >
6
|3, 3 >
7
|3, 1 >
8
|2, 2 >
9
|2, 4 >
10
|5, 1 >
11
|2, 3 >
12
|1, 1 >

s2gs c
Side 1st Half-Sides
1
|2, 1 >
2
|1, 1 >
3
|1, 3 >
4
|1, 2 >
5
|2, 4 >
6
|2, 3 >
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Table B.9: Fine to coarse element
transformation

Table B.8: Coarse to fine element
transformation

gf2g
Fine Element Coarse Element
1
1
2
2
3
2
4
1
5
2

g2gf
Coarse Element Fine Elements
1
4 1
2
2 5
3

Table B.10: Coarse to fine side
transformation
s2sf
Coarse Side Fine Sides
1
6
2
1 2
3
5
4
-3 4
5
10 11
6
9

Table B.11: Fine to coarse side
transformation

Fine
1
Coarse 2
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2
2

sf2s
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
-4 4 3 1 0 0 6 5 5

12
0

Appendix C
Turbulence models
Fluid flow is governed by the Navier-Stokes(NS) equations represented in
either Reynolds time averaged or spatially filtered forms to model turbulent
motion. In the former, the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) form
employs the SST [52] turbulence model.
In the case where the mesh is fine enough to resolve a significant portion of
the turbulence energy a Smagorinsky-Lilly[62] large-eddy simulation(LES)[57]
approach using spatial filtering is employed. Also, SST and LES methods
can be co-applied in a Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) model based on the
approach of Strelets[65].
These three models are the main models available in EXN/Aerowhich can
be employed within parareal simulations. While LES and DES models are
strictly grid dependent, RANS models are not.
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C.1

Smagorinsky-Lilly LES model

The LES equations begin with mass and momentum conservation in threedimensions with spatial filtering of the velocity field and strain fields denoted
ij

by ui and S :

∂i ui = 0
∂t ui + ∂j uj ui

(C.1)

h
i
ij
= −∂ i p + ∂j (ν + νSGS )S

S ij =

(C.2)

1
(∂j ui + ∂i uj )
2

where the filtered pressure field, p, includes the isotropic portion of the
subgrid stress tensor. Note that summation rule applies to covariant and
contravariant identical indices. The subgrid scale(SGS) turbulent viscosity,
νSGS , is defined in the following manner:

νSGS

q
= (CSGS ∆) Sij Sij
2

(C.3)

where CSGS is a flow dependent constant and ∆ is the grid(filter) scale. The
grid scale is determined locally with the volume of each Control Volume(CV)
size, VCV , in the CFD mesh according to the relation

∆=

p
3
VCV .
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(C.4)

The SGS turbulence viscosity in Eq.C.2 is computed explicitly based on
gradients from the previous iteration or from an initial value and appears
as an augmentation to the molecular viscosity in the momentum diffusion.
The Smagorinski-Lilly model as described above is applied in this work in
combination with a RANS model in a DES formulation. The approach is to
let the SGS turbulence viscosity in Eq. C.2 have the same form as the RANS
turbulent viscosity (i.e. νSGS = νt ) and modify the turbulence dissipation
rate,  ,that appears in the transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy
and turbulence frequency. This allows a transition between the LES and
RANS model forms. The details follow after first introducing the RANS
model used in this work.

C.2

SST RANS model

The spatially filtered LES equation described above is equivalent to the
RANS equation with time averaged velocities, hui i replacing the filtered velocities ui , and the subgrid turbulence viscosity SGS in Eq. C.3 replaced by
the turbulent viscosity νt defined as:
√
νt = βlk-ω k

(C.5)

where β is a model constant and dissipation length, lk-ω , is related to the turbulence kinetic energy and frequency of the k-ω model described by Wilcox[69]
as:
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√
lk-ω =

k
.
βω

(C.6)

A modified version of the k-ω model is the SST model which has limiting values of turbulent viscosity production, Pk , and blends into the k-
formulation in the free stream away from walls. The first such limiter is

νt =

a1 k
p
max(a1 ω, F2 Sij Sij )

(C.7)

and the second
Pk = min(10βkω, 2νt Sij Sij ).

(C.8)

a1 is a constant and the blending function F2 has a value ranging from
one for boundary layer flows and zero for free shear layers. The transport
equations for quantities k and ω of the SST model are as follows:


νt j
)∂ k + Pk − 
∂t k + ∂j (u k) = ∂j (ν +
σk3


νt j
ω
j
∂t ω + ∂j (u ω) = ∂j (ν +
)∂ ω + α3 Pk
σω3
k
ω
2
−β3  + (1 − F1 )
∂j k∂ j ω
k
σω2 ω
j



(C.9)
(C.10)

where the turbulence dissipation rate per unit mass, , is discussed in more
detail subsequently. An important feature of the SST model is its blending
from a k-ω to a k- form based on knowledge of control-volume distance
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from the wall as represented by the function F1 which has values between
zero and one. The constants denoted by 1, 2 and 3 subscripts refer to their
values in k-ω, k- and their blend version using the F1 function in the SST
formulation. The blended values are obtained according to the simple linear
weighting
φSST = F1 φk-ω + (1 − F1 )φk- .

C.3

(C.11)

Strelets DES model

Strelets proposed combining the Smagorinski-Lilly LES model and the SST
RANS model as a 2-equation Detached Eddy Simulation(DES) model. In
this approach regions where the turbulence dissipation length, lk-ω , is smaller
than an appropriate fraction of the grid size, lDES = CDES ∆, are treated with
the RANS formulation. Otherwise the LES formulation is applied. The SSTDES model then calculates the dissipation rate of turbulence used in Eq. C.9
as
3

k2
.
=
l

(C.12)

where the SST-DES length scale l is

l = min(lk-ω , lDES )
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(C.13)

and CDES = 0.61. Using this formulation, , represents the total dissipation
in the RANS regions and the subgrid dissipation in the LES regions. The
result for the LES regions is that the value calculated from Eq. C.9 represents
only the energy of the subgrid turbulence and the turbulent viscosity of Eq.
C.3 becomes proportional to the subgrid viscosity calculated from Eq. C.5 if
production and dissipation of subgrid turbulence are locally in balance. All
other terms in the SST-DES model remain identical to the SST RANS model
and the solution methodology does not change.
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